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ORDER
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Exposed Before Comt

MOVETO

Al'ID TOOK THfle LAD IN RELIEF IT WILL BE'CONTINUED _UNL/177RS' CORBF:TT
-ill, NEXT TERM OF
WORK AT SAN FKANCAMPBELL WILL DO THIS
TRIBUNAL.
CISCO.
TUESDAY.

merce Commission.
CORRUPTION OF ALL

PETTY

,COMMISSIONER MARTIN DECIDES MONEY PRACTICALLY UNLIMITED RAILROAD

SUITS

. E..M. WILHOIT, of Springfield, itilO., feirmerly for ten years 4..e
r.Fent of the StIr.:1:....7-1. Ci! C--,. -,' --salsa, Kansas, who makes the 1.
...
,
E.. P. REPLY, president Santa Fe railway.
•
M. Maxon, former agent of the Standard Oil Co., in Illinois.

KINDS IS REVEALED BY

DISMISSED

E. P. Ripley, president of the
"We did, but we carried oil beSanta Fe road, was then called to fore the pipe line was put in, and
the stand. He was asked concern- we have carried none since."
Exalted Ruler Brown, of Rudolph Streit Wants New Trial
DeputyJUnited Stares Marshal Wade Grand
He was asked if the rate on gas
Reduced Railroad Rates Are Obtain- ing agreements of the railroad company with a number of companies oil was not lowered and that on
From
Returns
of
Filed
of
Louisville,
He
Against
City
Suit
Brown Oone to Cayce, Ky., to
ed by Threats and
alleged to be subsidiary companies crude oil raised, and answered that
California.
Paducah., and Which He Won.
Sefie Warrants,
of the Standard Oil company.
it was.
Collusion.
"The first contract," said President "When the crude oil was piped
/
Ripley, "was with a man in Kansas the rate was raised, but the rate on
Mr. Robert W. Brown, managing There is oily one case set for trial
Yesterday lfon. 1111 S. Corbett and
City to lay a pipe line on our right gas oil was lowered, it, , being
testiand grand ex- today on the circuit court docket,
Chicago, May IL—Startling
City Solicitor James Campbell served editor of The Times
of way for $40 a mile. The next was shipped? Isn't that so?" .
has
by
used
Elks,
system
of
Order
the
the
of
regarding
that being Barney Levitan against mony
United States, alted ruler
notice through the
for a line from Kansas City to Joliet, "Yes," replied President Ripley.
front Califor- Morris
court upon the Cumberland Telephone. returned to Louisville
McKane, but it will be con- the Standard Oil company to obtain arid for this we received $50 a mile.
The last witness of the day was
the
since
been
has
its
he
crush
where
company, of this city and the local ma,
tinued, according to
agreements and keep business and to
We got $2so,000 for hauling the pipe M. Maxon, formerly agent of the
directcalamity
tire
and
earthquake
the
of
day
first
the
enlivened
rivals
attorneys for the tatter, informing'
reached yesterday by the attorneys.
I was very sorry to sec the pipe line Standard Oil company at various
distribution of Elk relief
them that on next Tuesday morning1 ind the
Judge
Reed also yesterday dismissed interstate commerce commission
built, but as it had to be done, I points in Illinois. Ile said that the
says
district,
stricken
the
throughout
combine,
Standard
would
Messrs. Corbett and Campbell
the jurors and told them they need %eSigation of the
the best I , could out of it.
did
Times.
Louisville
Standard Oil company through subbe in Louisville and Make motion the
:methods and its relation to railrot come back until Monday, which :WI
policy
the
"Is
there any contract between sidary companies fought the indeto
contrary
is
it
While
the
before Judge Walter Evans of
roads.
v.:cans he will devote today to hearpito- road and the Standard or any pendent dealers by reducing rates in
federal tribunal for dissolution of the of the order to deal in figures in the ilia motions,
Beginning with a charge of whoisarguments Ott different
states
Brown
Mr.
charity,
of
service
subsidiary companies for their territory, and although the rethe
restraining
temporary injunction
supply things, and lodging papers. Levitan sale bribery of railroad clerks car- (
l
fi
ing
e
lh
s
i
!
rnt
;
the road with lubicrating Ouctions were not made in the names
municipal. authorities of Paducah' that the money and provision
Oil
was am] alcKane are in court as result riled on at the order of Standard
cil? asked Commissioner Prouty.
af the Standard Oil company, it was
from interfering with the telephone from the order he represente4
the
of
knowledge
gain
to
officials
"I
so.
understand
Our
people's business until the contro- practically unlimited, and with largely of a horse trade.
purchasing
in realty that concern which was
be
Yesterday the court ordered prop. affairs of competitors, the disclosures agent can tell you better."
versy between private corporation ,? more remaining on hand than can
•
making them. He said that the
,
from
Ranging
thousand erty sold in the suit of Gip Hut- came fast and thick.
There are over
and city authowitie4 is adjuptied. I used.
! Mr: Ripley d
declared that two of state oil inspectors did not. except
used
been
had
girls
that
of
assertion
an
all
while
bands against F. G. Hudson. Both
This legal notice had to be given in lodges in the order, and
. the oil companies with which he in rare instances, inspect barrels of
information, the testiorder that the cornpan's legal rep-' them contributed, many' registered perties to the litigation, however, de- as spies to get
contracts are affiliated with the oil, and that many of them left their
.
affectingthouallegations
the
in
sided between themselves, that they niony went to
resentatives could be on hand to op.' their Carnation figures
til
Standard
.anar
Oil company.
: stencils iti the hands of the Standard
pose dissolution of the order, if they t1 sands, besides which car load after would not dispose of the property the railroads, the real question in- 1- "Didn't .you raise the rate in Kan. Oil
company over night.
consigned
was
Incidentally
1 car load of provisions
voh-ed in investigation.
so desire.
for two years yet.
I c'tS on oil when thepipe line was
as
The
hearing will be continued toneed.
in
road
those
'Frisco
to
the
that
Elks
from
charged,
rep-1
Messrs. Corbett and Campbell
The plaintiff executed bond for it was
.put a in?" asked Attorney Monett.
for
hunper
cents
two
of
rate
a
gives
resent the municipality in this fight 1 Mt. Brown says it was natural
probable costs in the suit of Sallie J.
and their trip to Louisville is in pur- the Elks, who are organized for bene- Hendricks against Pattie G. Snyder. drat' to the Standard Oil company i
in
practficed
and
suance to the instruction of the cityt ficient •ministries
w hen it chaves competitors of that I
was
excused
James
from
R.
Broadway
Gray
Thursday
night.
He
legislators that this litigation he, the good work of aiding others, to fertlor service on the petit jury and corporation ten times as much for t
struck
with
force
sufficient
to
render
Bework.
relief
the
fought to a bitter end and not dropped. take the lead in
. the same haul. The inquiry was held
him insensible for a few moments,
Gov. W.:111am Bougeno substituted.
es the telephone people show no dis-; fore Mr. Brown left California
under an order of congress and the I
:
I
The
and
suits
of
N.
Williams,
while in this condition someone
H.
person
in
respects
his
position to equitably compromise the Pardee paid
stole his bike.
B. Spann, Julia Adkins, T. A. Thorn - session held here today was along.
ruler
exalted
grand
the
charged
and
,
of
character
any
entertain
LITTLE
matter or
NELLIE
MEYERS
James the same lines as that held some
settlement except that which gives with a message to all Elks every- ton. J. A. Wornack and
Wire of Captain Sick.
PAINFULLY
INJURED
City.
Kansas
in
ago
time
Central
i where for what had been so speedily Augustus against the Illinois
them the best of things.
Mrs.
Eula
AT
Collins, is ill with%
HOME.
_
(la,
_the
iti
principal witness
railroad was dismissed absolutely.
The city has filed suit in the local done by the members of the order.
pneumonia at their home in 624
Springfield.
of
Witholt,
your
M.
E.
Fach plaintiff claimed gsoo damages w
circuit court to compel the compny i "It was wonderful to me how
Husbands street. She is the wife of
years agent of
to move out of town and not do busi-' organization was able to do such because water backed over their Mo., formerri for ten
Capin Joe Collins of the Central
Rhodes
Is
to
Henry
Able
Be
Master
at
company
Oil
twinproperty as result of the road not 04 Standard
ness here, inasmuch as they will not tremendous things almost in the
fire department atationhouse.
who
Out After Confinement—Prof.
buy a municipal franchise, or abide kling of an eye," said Gov. Pardee. maintaining proper drainage piping Tolieka. Kansas. It was he
Norvell
Injured.
less
diswithin
and
The suits of Belle Hurt and M. made the charges of bribery
by the city laws. When this action "I personally know that
to "oust" was instituted in the state than an hour the Elks were at work T. Hurt against the I. C. for the I•onesty against the company, and
court, the telephone company filed a' in every afflicted district in Califorwere dismissed without said that the 'Frisco road discrim• and their tented cities and ho'.N.liss Nellie ISleyers, aged g years,
suit in the United States court to't ma,
Mated in favor of the Standard Oil
parin
S
ejeudiccaeu
.se,
is
enjoin the city from prosecuting pitals were the very first to be estabconfined at their home on South
The plaintiff -filed a motion for a campany.
the "ouster" action or interfering wit, I fished."
Fourth
street near Adams, as result
were
day
the
for
witnesses
new
Other
trial of the suit of Rudolph
MIT. Brown says that what was true
the company. Judge Evans granted
P. of a sessere fall.
E.
O.;
Fremont,
of
Deran,
Streit
city
against
the
of
Paducah.
Washington, May !I.—Secretary
the temporary restraining order until of the Elks was true of other fraternShe was standing on the porch at Taft
Streit got $so damages against the Ripley, president of the Santa Fe
has refused to assume the rehe has time to decide whether the ities, and, in fact, all human agencies
M. Maxon, a former agent their residence, jumping off into the sponsibility for as order requiring
City or company is in the right. Now capable of affording relief. The spirit municipality on account of water road, and
Oil company in arms of Mr. John Bebout who was the canal commission to buy only
the city lagl advisors go to Louisville abroad was that of service and help- backing over his property, caused cf the Standard
latter American goods, and as a
her.
The
gave testi- playing with
witness
last
The
result of
to ask him to disolve this temporary fulness in its most beautiful estate, too small pipe maintained to drain Illinois.
they
had
thought
stopped
playing
was
instances
his stand it is likely resolutions will
many
in
who
away.
it
which
child
and
mony,
woman
injunclinre as they can not do noth- and every man,
the same as that given by Mr. Wit and turned his head, when the little be introduced in congress limiting the
inig in prosecuting the "ouster" ao could help eagerly embraced the opgirl leaped again and landed on her purchases of the commission to AmFor
Suit
Divorce.
bit.
tion in the state courts as long as portunity.
• • •
face and head which was painfully erican markets.
Clerks.
Bribed
the federal order stands intact.
He
Mile Samuels filed suit in the •
Senators Dick and Ankeny and a
Mr. Brown says the press acounts circuit court yesterday for divorce
The motion to dissolve will have to
Mr. Wilhoit testified that while in cut and torn.
of other prominent Republinumber
Recovered.
About
comOil
come up immediately as Judge Ev- have not exaggerated the melancholy from her
Standard
the
of
husband, Ike Samuels, to the employ
cans
in
the senate have urged the
Francisabout
has
Rhodes
Henry
San
in
Master
desdation
the
ans is preparing to leave for Europe wastes and
whom she was married one year pany he had, in following out
to abandon the idea of
commission
the
on
being
struck
from
recovered
to be gone until next fall.
co, Santa Rosa, San Jose and other
officers,
superior
since. She claims non-support on instructions of his
buying
in
the
open market. bait Secdisaster,
the
all
McClain
with
places. But
Judge Evan's Commissioner.
bribed clerks in the offices of rail- head with a rock by
part of the defendant.
cbinet felt that they could not place
For
again.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin of this there has never been a hungry moweeks
several
Mitchell
independent
roads and employes of
city was sonic weks ago selected by ment for any of the people since the
was in a cabinet felt that they could not read
oil concerns in order to obtain in- awhile the little victim
any such restriction on purchases into
many
Judge Evans to act as special corn- food trains began to arrive and
is now all
he
but
serious
condition,
formation of the details of the busithe present law regulating the commissioner and try the suit of the Fair- have fared even better than eyer
aess done by the rivals of the Stand- right again.
mission, and suggested that congress
banks-Morse company against the previously. Already the music of the
Knocked Unconscious.
company.
'should
specifically limit buying to
Oil
ard
air
the
in
ringing
is
hammer
balance
$1,500
for
White
builder's
Oak
steamer
Prof. C. A. Norvell is confined at American goods if any such provision
the
of
agents
that
declared
is
He
money
defendant and now that the insurance
the
claims
plaintiff
They Are Going After Third Assist- Standard Oil company arc held per- his home with painful injuries to his is desired for the protection of the
owes for some machinery the Fair- to be so promptly paid there will be
by falling interests of United States corporaant Postmaster General With
sonally responsible for all oil sold face and head, caused
ft
om
his
aad tion5.
at
Eleventh
wheel
independent
Sharp Stick.
(Continued on Page Four.)
in their territory by
(Continued on Page Five.)
tank
of
drivers
that
companies, and
wagons are expected to keep up
Washington. May i r.—Publiabers
stock by selling aos to 208 galtheir
of small dailies and weeklies in Kenfrom a wagon load of 2oo galtucky, Indiana and Ohio are up in
Ions.
arms over a ruling of Third Assistant
tests of the
General Madden. The ,l - He said that the actual
Oil comStandard
the
of
proshicts
third .assistant has decided that sub-'
arc
quality
the
determine
.to
pany
persons
by
paid
set-moons which are
•
it
when
that
and
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Blanche
Solo b
The graduating class of the Padu- Piano
Birmingham, Ala., May it.—At the conflicts and misunderstandings that other than the recipients are not legiti- carlfully guarded
a
or
as
arrange
Mooney.
Ca
Southern Methodist conf
, they will A Letter from Europe JO years
The com- tions Ilona the second-class mail priv- to meet the figure of a competitor delightful entertainmeni
Ifetbodlim.1
tition signed by many lay d.eleSiasies branchei
Hence, by Miss Inez Bell. r
a cheaper quality of oil was substi- give the day preceding the comwas presented in the shape of a me- mittee's rtport says that the spirit ileges.
The small publishers complain in tated and guaranteed to be a higher niencemcnt. This will be Wednes- Piano Duet, by Misses Ella Wilhelm
morial asking that five bishops be of fraternity is steadily growing beand Mary Bondurant.
day, and in the afternoon the folloween the two churches. A clear the most earnest manner that this grade than it really was.
elected in orded to carry on "an agsubject of ruling is destructive to their busiing programme will be rendered in Presentation of class spade to Bell
Tnree Grades From...One Tank.
gressive fcrward movement to meet pronouncement on the
Nichols, junior, by Will Bell,
our rich opportunity during the next federation by this conference is sug-' ness. All of them carry subscriptions
Mr. Wilholt said that frequently the Washington building. auditorium
the
by
for
paid
not
are
which
I
are
gestel
bishops
Four
senior.
quadrennium."
grades of oil were sold from en West Broadway, and be an inthret
For inA petition signed by numerous recipients, but by others.
wanted fOr domestic fields and one
Class Prophet, by Miss Louise Janes.
Site same tank by agenas of the vitation affair;
women of the Holston conference stance, if a man wishes to. present a Standard Oil company.
for foreign Missions.
---by-----C-ansandra Quartette, by------inemberS of high
Juniors,
to
eacklress.
a year's subishop E. E. Huss presenvd the was presented asking that a law be friend in a distant city
he had
Ware.
school Class.
this sub- In support of the statement
report of the committee on federa- enacted requiring young prechers to scription to his home paper,
pur- Response by a Junior.
letter
a
read
to Faculty, by Miss Ella
Wilhoit
Farewell
Mr.
made.
would not
tion. The teport says tht the only take the pledge not to use tobacco. scription, under the ruling
written OctoThomas Wooldridge.
been
by
Wilhelm.
Oration
have
so
porting
of
advantages
•
thp
to
entitleed
The committee on temperance rec,s meeting held by the committee ,durFlorence Piano Solo, by Miss Edna Eades.
Miss
ber 26, t8g6, by C. W. Mayer, man- Vocal Solo by
rates.
Thg the past four years was with the ommended the amendment bf -the second-class mail
company
Oil
Standard
Weaver.
the
dailies
Address from the President, by Miss
of
country
ager
of
ptlishers
The
committee of the Methodist •kpisco- discipline so as to prohibit a member
by Miss Mary Bondurant.
is a at Kansas City.
Bessie Seymour.
Auction
Madden
that
say
weeklies
and
liquor
a
as
acting
from
church
the
of
pal church in Baltimore April 18 and
for
Emma
check
Miss
by
Seniors,
a
congress
ought
to
enclosed
Will. by Cora Richardson.
that
Advice
Class
and
letter
czar,
modern
The
tg, 1906. It was harmonious. A reso- dispenser under a dispensary law.
enacting ge, and said that the company had
by
lesson
Miss Carrie Ham.
by
a
Meyer.
him
Solo,
teaca
to
be
shall
it
that
provides
report
.sults
The
meeting'
lution adopted at that
tyranfor
Schwab.
his
curb
tke
would
Nellie
money
Miss'
by
that
evening preceding
Poen,
sending
Class
Tuesday
legislation
stop
any
to
decided
gesting the advisability of a federal the duty of a pastor to deal with
interested a the tise of its agents_ in_obtaining Chorus, by school class.
have
They
Sophopower..
nical
the
entertainment.
above
sign
shall
who
church
of
then
the
member
is
churches
council for the two
congressmen in ;heir cause information regarding the shipment
In the evening the "Class Night" mores and juniors will give a recepgived. It says that such a council a petition for the sale of liquor or, number of
of Indiana, has
Hemenway,
Senator
fear
dealfor
liquor
a
be conducted at the auditorium. tion to the seniors at the auditorium.
for
bondsman
will
concerns,
a
independent
heroine
autohe
of
"without interfering with
champion their kgislaknowledge of the practice might at which time all the graduates will and all affairs promise to be ones of
norny of the respective churches and tr. This proposedl law does not apply promised to
that
that he knows of no
be on the stage, and the following mulch delight.
public.
having no legislative functions shall' to any person acting under court tion. He says
should not have the become
he
why
reason
reportcommittee
future agents programme presented:
Examination Questions.
the
in
yet be invested with advisory powers decrees. The same
that
said
lie
have newspapers sent to
obtain their Class Song.
Yesterday afternoon during the
in rfgard to world-wide missions, ed a resolution calling on the presi- right to
to
expected
be
would
newspapers
he pleases, such
of ex- Class History, by Miss Marie W.I14
chriatian education, evaelization of dent and congress to prohibit the whoever
as. second-class mail iaformation without the use
handled
the
he
in
to
liquor
of
sale
and
manufacture
charitthe
altd
masses
(Continued on Page Four.)
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matter
able and brotherly adjustment of all Panama canal zone.
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FELL ON HER HEAD
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WANT BUYING ORDERS
LIMITED TO AMERICA

PUBLISHERS OF SMALL
PAPERS UP IN ARMS

l

FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR
TWO CHURCHES FAVORED

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING
CLASS ARRANGES PROGRAM

a

;
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GILLESPIE HELD SAMPLE OF SOAP
WILL

ANSWER

*TO GRAND LUSTERINE SOAP COMPANY
JURY FOR CUTTINGFILED SAMPLE 0 FMAKE
GUS NOLAN..
WITH CLERK.

Duke Bird and Charles Wide, Color- Judge Lightfoot Continues Confined
ed, Held Over on Charge of
—Ahead With Attack of Malarial
Stealing Shoes.
Fever.

This
Will
Cheer
You

Woman, If Your Trouble
is the same as that from which Ruby Farley, of Middletown, Calif., suffered, the story of her cure will cheer you. She writes: "I suffered for
one year from interruption of my periods. I took several medicines, and
went to a doctor, but nothing helped me, until I took Cardui, which relieved
me, and now I feel well and strong. I am very grateful for the good that

cARDulr

John Gillespie, colored, was given a
Yesterday in the county clerk's ofcontinuance in the police court yes- fice the 1.usterine Soap company
terday morning, until next Monday tiled a sample of the soap manufacon the charge of cutting Gus Nolan, tured by this concern, so that their
trade mark and make will be regiscolored, one night the first of this
tered and reljever from infringement.
Week 'The fight oeZured— at Eighth If is a bal
'
. of'abut 3 1:2 ineleeS by:
and Ohio streets as a result of Gil- 2 1-2 inches with the name of the
lespie not wanting to pay the fifty company oq one side, and the words
cents hack fare Nolan wanted to col- "registered" on the other.
lect for hauling Om.
has done for me, and shall always praise it." ../)
Duke Bird and Charles Wade, colProperty Sold.
It is a specific remedy for diseases of women,k.ff
ored, were held to the circuit court
E. V. Houser sold to MI. L. Gardenr
°\
T
grand jury on the charge of stealing for $651, property out in the county.
WRITE US FREELY
due
to
functional
derangemen
ts,
and
by
its
a pair of shoes from the buggy of The deed) was filed for record with the
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
11v.
gentle, curative action gives you strength where you. most need It. CarFarmer Culp who had left the rig on county clerk yesterday.
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
the city scale lot on South Second ; Property near
YRU ADVICI. in plain sealed envelope, and a valIsland creek was
dui relieves or cures periodical headache, backache, falling feelings, etc.
street.
uable th/Ok 011 "Home Treatment for Women."
f sold to E. V. House by J. W. Hall
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department The
The warrant charging Dr. M. E. for $1 and other considerations.
Chattanooga Med:let's° Co,, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Pate with selling cocaine without a
Andrew P. Hltunberg transferred to
OSA
license and prescription a this resi- Annie E. Gleaves for $Soo, property
'dence on West Jackson street was on 'Harahan boulevard.
disrnssed.
J. K. Bondurant bought from Brack
The judge dismissed the warrants Owen for $1 and other consierations, derest sympathy serve as a baltn to brew race. A cry from the tender
the wounded spirit and the bleeding lips of a helpless babe appealed to the Right
charging the carnival people with property on West Clay street.
heart. By the power of true woman- sympathie, of a king's daughter, and
failing to pay their license for this
hood the darkest clouds are made to true womanhood asserted itself in deweek.
Continues Confined.
part
asunder, while the sunshine of fiance of all opposition. These noble
A fine of Sr and costs was assesJudge Lightfoot continues confined
sed against William H. VV5Iliams on with malarial fever at his home on hope floods the soul and illumines virtues will triumph over worldly
the pathway of man.
the charge of being drunk.
pride, causing the hinges of. the knees
Wlest Jefferson street.
There are thousands of uncrowned to bend, while jeweled hands are exqueens in the world today—uncrown- tene
dd* to th e unfortunate"
e Though
II
1
ed by the world, yet wearing the rich woman sinned in the shadow of the
diadem of true womanhood, which is
of life, she has atoned at the footLUI
far better than a crown of rubies and of the cross; though she led in the
gold. We need not look for those transgression that wrecked the world,
uncrowned queens in the parade of she is mighty in is redemption.
vanity shown before the ivorld. We
When fully conscious of my in-hall find them clothed in the beauti- ability to advance anything new upon
ful garments of humility and unself- the subject in hand, I believe that old
ishness, laboring in the temple of thoughts resurreeted often dt. as
When the curtair veiling the handi- spurned as did thousands of others, love and purity. They are often lost much good as those newly born from
work of God. was rolled back, in the I such humble service. Confronted with sight of in the glare and glitter of minds of towering strength. Ws are
morning of creation, the angels gazed right and duty, true womanhood will Fashion's parade, and, like most foun- censtantly receiving into the archives
upon a new world, clothed in resplen- summon a determination that will dation builders, toil unnoticed and un- f memory golden thoughts that
dent beauty—undimmed by even the overcome all obstacle, triumphing in rewarded by the hurrying throng. I u ere coined in the rich minds of other
breath of sin. But this paradise of that which exalts her name and glori- see men far below the surface of the days and other generations, that
beauty and perfection was without an fies her sex. The noble women to highway, excavating and laying in brighten our intellects and iitspiree
inhabitant to praise "Him from whom American civilization owes cement great granite blocks upon our hopes as if they were but the
whom all blessings flow.' ' Twos more than to all other forces corn- which a mighty superstructure is to fruit of yesterday. Permit rus. then,
then that the Maker of worlds stoop- bined endured hardships that neither rest. The passer-by stops scarcely to suggest that you set all your ideals
ed to touch with the magic power of pen nor tongue can escribe. The spir- long enough to cast an inquiring upon the lofty plane of true womancreation the earth, from whose dust it of martyrdom is that which gives glance at the workmen toiling in the hood, and bend all the enemies of
sprang man—a living soul, bearing birth and being to true nobility. In dirt; but when the building is com- your being to attain them. You are
the image of his Creator. But Eden, orthereaoriMeoneemisthe embuedwith pleted, and the artist with exquisite now to bid farewell to those with
with its blooming flowers and spark- the spirit of self-denial, and even suf- skill, has given it his finishing touches whom you have been associated in
ling streams, was incomplete.as a fering, before he or she can be crown- the almost breathless throng stares in the schoolroom—those who have
home for man. He needed a corn-1 ed with success in attaining the best 'bewilderment and eiscliims, "Magnifi- been your fellow-companions in the
solution of many difficult problems—
panion like unto himself, with kindred. ideali of life. Decision of character cent!"
The world is ever ready to crown to enter upon the higher dines of
emotions, to share with him the beau-; is one of the indispensable items in
with honor and praise those who fol- life. The breaking of these t:es may
ties and' pleasures of his fair home. the temple of true womanhood.
low the patient foundation builders. cause you pain and sorrow; but it is
Once 'wore the magic hand of crea-t
lion is displayed, touching this timw! Secondly, in every calling the suc- The religious world looks with pro- only a sacrafice to which any calls
the side of Adam, from whom was cessful individual is the one who can found admiration upon the matchless you, that you may contribute your
taken that out of which woman was say, with Paul: "This one thing I apostle. Paul; but it should not for- share of toil and responsibility to the
creat d, and given hack to him as a do." With very few exceptions, the get the labors of that Jewish mother maintenance of ,a Christian civilizamen and women whose names have who sung to sleep the helpless in- tion that will honor and slor:fy God.
help meet for him.
become great in the annals of the fant; and who was the first to im- In the performance of th# duties and
• Thus it may be seen that woman world were identified with some one press upon Paul's mind the idea and obligations you assume in the new
was intended to be the complement of achievement, upon which they ex- love of a God who loves and cares relations to which you come, let the
man. endowed with certin rights and peded their life force. As illustrative for all. In our contemplation of word of the living God ever be your
privileges inherent in her creation— of this fact, I mention a few historic George Washington and the splendid guiding star, and with unfaltering
being n.ither the head/ to rule, nor names that have come down to us civilization in the foundation of which steps follow whithersoever it may
the foot, to be trampled upon. To fill inseparably linked to some of the he was such an important factor, we lead you. Take the blessed Savior as
this God-given mission should be the greatest material blessings to which should not fail to see the mother your model, and with the chisef and
supreme desire and 'ambition of her man is heir. The name of Watt, who whose noble traits of character were mallet of his truth carve into your
life, and when she is fitted for this, caught an idea from the sputtering stamped upon his youthful mind, that hearts and lives his blessed image.-she is indeed a queen, crowned with notes of a teakettle, brings before us served as a beacon light thronfrhout F. W. Smith in Nashville Go :sel Adthe glory and honor of true woman- the complicated machinery of the all the days of his great usefulness: vocate.
hood.
•
• '
•
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them at second handl, and therefore,
we can't have the actual words of
Jesus himself."
Prof. Fenn concluded, his address
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
by stating that floating tradition;
TELEPHONES:
The
artistic
structure of soap that
formed the material from which the
four gospels were written, traditions the storekeeper was building only Residence 296
Office 251
tUtt were afloat for centuries before lacked a few dozen cakes of completion,
but that necessitated the openthe gospels were written.
Rev. T. J. Newell left last evening
First Presbyterian.
ing of a new box, and the architect,
lor 'Birmingham Alabama to attend
Tomorrow morning Rev. W. E.
after a lingering look of pride on his
the general conference and will be Cave of the First Presbyterian
work, went to the back room artist
Will be keenly appreciated
.out of the city for a week or more. church, will preach on "Paul's Des THE BARKING OF A MOUSE. the cold
chisel. At that moment Bud
BILOOKH.'LL BUILDING.
after
a trial by people who sufRev. G. G. Sullivan D. D., will fensc Before Agrippa" while at Ilse
Jones entered the store and, with a
fer from headaches—severe or
-31itriabt
TBLEPH-)NE--NO.-444:preach next Sabbath, both morning cvening hour his topic for discourse alma= PswiZoinait
sidelong glance and grin at Washingmild, occasional or chroni,
Who Heard Something
and evening at Broadway Methodist
Home Life."
ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
They never fail to
Singular.
'church. Mr. Newell bespeaks for
of the arch and fled, whooping with
Dr. Sullivan a large hearing. He is
'Trimble Street Methodist.
A mouse began to make a disturb- delight at the ruin that strewed the
GIVE QUICK
/0 NORTH FIFTH STREET
lone of the leading preachers of the
"Civic Righteousness" will
be , ance in the paper back of my desk the counter and the floor.
"It's
RELIEF.
too
doggone
Rufe,"
said
bad,
'Memphis Conference.
spoken •on for tomorrow morning's other night, just as my wife and I setBoth Phones 355
The Official Board of Broadway worship by Rev. W. W. Armstrong tled down after supper to read, says Hancock, consolingly, W the storeEasing the pain in a very few
Office hours 8to so a. m., x to 3
rMethodist 'church will meet Monday of the Trimble street Methodist a writer in Forest and Stream. H41 keeper. "I don't reckon he knoweA
that you'd been all mornite thin' it p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
1iiinutes.
evening at 7:45 o'clock. This is an church. At the evening hour he was a new arrival from some neighup.
He
jest
a
allowed
have
little
he'd
boring
barn.
They have found a way
important meeting leading to -the creaches,on "Leven of Tiae
LIAO my study up through the sheath. spore .with you. _There ain't no real
preparation of this semi-annual re
•
mg of the sliding door. Mrs. A. Is very harm in Bud an' ensign' never done
vire
.First Christian Church.
tender-hearted with all living things no good to nobody, nohow."
2t•nd.., •
'
"If be don't come to be hung I miss
Fr'"
deer as interfere
%ices will be conducted tomorrow
Grace Episcopal.
with her housekeeping. These she my guess," said the storekeeper,
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
"Ci vic Responsibility and. Civic morning at the regular hours in the
persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse- wrathfully.
DRUGGIST
THROAT.
Improvement" will be the subject of first Christian church.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
At
7:45 trap was forthcoming at once, and,
an address by the Rev. D. C. Wright o'clock in the evening the young baited with a little cheese, was slid "He might make a good reformer. Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4, I
Columbia Building.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
at Grace Episcopol church, tomor- people's society will give a song under the desk. It is one of these dia- He's give you a chanst to make a
Phone 1041—Red.
row morning at 10;45 o'clock. Mr. service, under direction of Prof. bolical contrivances which smash a right smart better dofunny than you
TELEPHONE 63.
had afore. If he hadn't been riskeered __,...
Wright's address before the Com- Gilbert, who will be assisted by the wire loop down on the victim.
o'
you
he
might
how
to
you
told
have
It
was
only a few moments till we
mercial Club, delivered recently, met tine Deal orchestra of sixteen pieces.
build it up again. No sir-ee, you can't
with such favorable reception, that The programme for this entertaining beard its vicious click. Immediately
never
tell what a boy is goin' to turn
afterward
I
heard
distinctly
aerie,
a
he has been asked to elaborate it service is as follows:
DENTIST.
of rapid aspirated squeaks which made out nor what his raisin' is goer' to
for this occasion. As a citizen, in- Organ Nelude.
me hustle the trap out in haste to re- do for him. Jever hear of Gosport
Authein—"Gloria" from
lerested
the best things for PaduMozart's
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Lave the sufferer. Knowing how dead- Scabbariy?"
cah, you are urged to be present.
Twelfth Mass.
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
ly the trap is, I was surprised at hear
Co., 306 Broadway.
Mr. Wright belongs not to the Solo--"The Lord Is My Light"— pig any
sound. I was even more so the storekeeper as he began to pick
"Knockers." He believes there has
Mrs. I). L. Lewis.
up
the
scattered
soap.
When I saw that the little victim had
been improvement. Ile believes im Scripture Reading—Mr. Frank Lucas teen caught by the descending striker
"You don't know until you do hear
rgovernent is going on. He looks Hymn—"Holy, Holy, Holy."
square across the back on the lungs. about him," said Hancock, equably.
'for further and more improvement.
Solo—Mk. Robert Scott.
Its heart was still guttering, but it "l'On probly think he's a new brand
Quartette—"All Praise to God in seemed to me impossible for it to have e prunes, but he ain't He's a prosFirst Baptist.
Light
Wagner—Ms• drawn breath enough to make any perous citizen, an' I remember the time
Arrayed,"
Will 'bring pleasure to your
when it was the gen'ral opinion that
Gordon
Rev.
Hill is in Mayfield.
dames Schofield, Gray and Messrs. Sound whatever.
never
he'd
beans.
amount
hill
to
home during the long stuna
o'
Then I remembered that the equeake
and
but returns this afternoon,
Mall and Bagby.
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
were
more
like
fright
than
barks
of
rt caches tomorrow morning and Solo—"The Polins"—Mr. R. D. Mctiler evenings. They are runDR. W. C. EUBANKS.
screams of pain. Somewhat wonder- o' boys like Gos Scubberly sister be,
evening at the First Baptist church.. Millan
ning now at our store. Come
(Homeopathist.)
tugly, therefore, I set the trap again, an' Goa owns a right smart o' real
One week from today Rev. Calvin Scripture Reading.
to see if there was a companion. estate in San Francisco an' draws a
in
and hear them.
Thompson will arrive from Denver, Solo--Gloria," Buzzia—Peccio--Miss
Office 306 P
Broadway—P
Then
149. hone 120
Within five miutes it natled another sal'ry that 'ud make your mouth
Colo., to take charge ot this pulpit,
Mayme Dreyfuss.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
you'll Want one. Big selecThere was no sound this time except water. Uster be runnin' around barehaving accepted the pastoral call Anthem—"The Radiant Morn Hath that of the trap. Both were immature foot right in this village."
tion of records.
made on him. Dr. Hill has been
"It's the smart ones what gits out
Passed Away."
females. What I wish to know is, did
supplying the church since the death Offertory—"Sous les BMs"
No. 2 bark when No I was caught? of It," remarked the storekeeper.
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of Rev. Check, and as soon as Rev. Solo—Mrs. Jas. 'Weak.
Do mice ever exhibit fright and sur"Goa wasn't smart," said Hancock.
Aatorney at Law.
Thompson comes Mr. Hill returns Motet — "Gallia" — Gounod — Sol', prise by whistling or barking?
"He was about as ornery an' trinin' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
to his home in Louisville.
Chorus, Orchestra and Organ.
Hymn—"All Hail the Power of NEW YORK CABBAGE HEADS heart. He wasn't enough of an icellt
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tronomers dissolved the foundation; of several of the children where Brit- a year broke an' ready for plain hog
thought. It is likely that he will be
of earth, 'and "made this world rest fah Columbia is located, she called on an' hominy, but he wasn't."
'The Greta disenfectant.
prevailed' upon to remain here and de- upon
"Speculated with the 110,000?" and will continue to keep up the repnothing. But the silent force Rob, who, as usual, was waving his
liver an address tonight on "The New
utation our fountain has for magnifi- ALL ODORLESS. In 10-15 and
of gravitation sweeps the world true hand excitedly, wild with the enthu- queried Parsons.
Unitarian Opportunity in America."
"No," replied Hancock. "He spent cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
25 cent Bottles.
to its orbit. Is not the soul of man siasm of pent-up knowledge.
Prof. Fenn began last night by stat- as
it all an' then got a good job. Wen"It is on page 68," he declared.
safe in the love of God as the
ing that a great change had come
After the roar had subsided, the cashing Stevens came back from San
earth in gravitation?
'Phone Us Your Order,
over Christendom in respect to the
"When we turn to gain, we appre- teacher explained that that was only terancisco an' said he seen Gosport
Bible.
ciate the difference. We no longer a picture of British Columbia. Then there. He was taster for a big tea
"What had been gained and lost by are called upon
They said he had the finest
to defend as divine she asked Rob to bound British Co- house.
this changed vieet_o_fAhe Bible!! he
palate In the whole trade. He's still
lumbia.
the
and true
things of the Bible.which
makin' money on that palate. Ornery-,
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
asked. "According to some critics the
offend the moral sense, or contradict "Can't, teacher; it is all over the
Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 237.
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
result has been a gale withoub loss nor
TEL. yO.
present knowledge. That is won- Pegs."
Seventh
and Clay St. 'Phone 311.
money."
he's °Aldan' big
Such a view is tragically superficial. drous gain.
-The old lady done well by him,
There has been loss, the loss of a
"The fourth gospel cannot be 're1
Pasture for Horses.
after all, then," commented the store- S. P. POOL.
L. O. STEPHENSON.
definite, fixed and final authority.
conciled with our present day knowlkeeper. "He'd prob'ly have been on
"There .was comfort and assurence edge.
Pasturage for horse, within two
It is anenhistorica statement
the county if she hadn't edgercated
in the old view of the Bible. Ts co4nof the' life of Jesus. It is a tran- miles of city. Apply to Frank Par,is palate."
fort to be preferred to truth? The sceedent
•
interpretation of Greek ham. Phone 536.
"I don't know," said Hancock.
old view of the Bible is untrue, while philosophy.
thoughtfully.
"He might have done
view is tette. fa there not
"Jesus spoke in Ar
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Robert Carlton, tbe well astrora tol'able well keepin' store."—Chleago
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Of the many mean Cliss,s said , is the attorney-general has passed "open" literary and social gathering
bett is not only reely and willing to
upon and officially accepted the at which time each member of the
carry out his part of the contract, but .against Governor Taylor, of Tennesfor the property wherein will association will be permitted to
deeds
he also insists on the city going into see, the following from the Paris be located the state normal schools
Lring one friend to enjoy the differ•
obtaining its rights in (Tenn.) Post-Intellingencer-is "the that the commissioners would be dis- ent features arranged. The procourts
and
the
THE
PUBLISHED
the premises. He is unalterably op- most unkindest cut of all:"
charged, there being nothing further gramme committee will outline the
REGISTER rie.WSPAPER CO.
"Do you think they need a coon- for them to do. Mr. Payne is one respective parts for each gathering.
(Incorporated)
posed to any sort of a compromise
At Register Bunaing, 523 Broadway. and is confident of the city winning. song singer and a rehearser of stale of the commissioners, the others
jokes in the United. States Senate, 'lumbering seven well known educaThe tax payers of the city want the
the imiost dignified body of lawmakers tors of Kentucky.
They selected
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
whole question tested and the courts in the world? If you do, turn down
Treasurer.
W1LHEL?d.
JOHN
Richmond as the place for one norfor Taylor."
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. to decide what rights the city pos- 'Carmack by ,voting
mal to be located, and Bowling
sesses. The IracYucah -Sim, the moah
These cities
Green as the place.
A well known business man after
• Entered at the postoffice of Padu- piece for the East Tennessee Telehave made out the deeds to the MR. LOGAN
C. BOULWARE
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. phone company is turning heaven and reading the changes in the new Pres- properties that will - be turned over
NEWTAKES PLACE WITH CULbyterian prayer book, remarked: "I completely to the state. The attor•
FIRM.
and
pubLEY
a
the
for
compromise,
earth
One Year
SS-no
left out the word 'obey !ley-general' may indorse some de2.eu lic will remember that the Sun also see they have
Six Months
ceremony. I'm glad fect in the title, and some hitch
marriage
the
in
1.25 advised the city to quit
Three Months
working
OLDmight arise whereby these two cities Mr. Henry Schroat Will Be Manyears ago."
twenty
.10
married
I
Week
One
prisoners on the streets, and predicte..ould not get the institutions, and
ager of the Hat Department for
ed that Mark Worten would win the
if this unexpected does occur the
New House That Opens in Fall.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
The
•S commission would have to again
regularly should report the matter to notorious chain gang suits.
in fit-Or-01 the Citytifeef-tO . harne-the- 'towns •wherein
.
The Register office at once. Tele; éôurts
OTHER COUNTRIES
proposed institutions will be staHEARD FROM.
phone Cumberland 318.
The fact of the business is the teleMr. Logan C. Boulware today reNothing like this is
.. t:oned.
signs his position with Wallerstein
phone
and
company,
its
orttUrtl1==========
rated, but the commission is not be• bros, clothing establishment to take
gan fears to go into court, for if they
:ng dscharged just yet for fear they a position with the Roy L. Culley
do they may find their experience
We hate to see corsets displayed in may be needed. When everything is dr Co., firm which. is erecting its
similar to that of the Chicago Tele- a dry goods window but they shock finally closed in this respect they
building and preparing for business.
phone company which was defeated us less than union suits.—Paducah will be relieved of further duty.
Mr. Boulware makes window dressSaturday Morning, May 12 leek.
Register.
by that city.
They have already turned the deeds ing and furnishing goods a specialty.
You blushing thing! Please have ever to the attorney-general.
and has taken many prizes from the
The investigation of the Standard
Wie dislike to take issue with the, those hip pads removed from Broadnational window dressers association
Deserved Honor.
Oil company methods before the in. city judge, but we do not believe way show windows ---tMorray Ledger.
for being one of the most progresMiss Emma Morgan of this city
terstate commerce commission is de- that the general council has the powt I IIII I I i till:
Harrodsburg husbands have a hard has been honored by being chosen sive and thorough • artists in this
veloping ec--idence that astounds hon- er-, to remit licenses.
line, in the country. He will have
time of it if the Herald is to be becue of the speakers to make an ad- charge of the
-,.fortewind
h new I
est men. The greatest and richest
'the general council as a legislative lieved The attention of a married
during the State Educational firm,
dress
the
to
the
also
fact
of
called
and
be
being
manager
when
man,
corporation in the world is but a body tan only enact laws or repal
Association which meets June- les 20
furnishing department. He 11115 been
a button was off his vest, he recommon thief, if the evidence, of a laws.
There is no power whatever that
al at Bowling Green, Ky. The with Wallerstein
and
plied that he had the button in his
for seven years, and
is
former manager of that company
granted them in the constitution, or pocket and would sew it on that night arrangements committee has written goes East the first of next month to
true, for he states that it was not the charter, to suspend any law. Al- after he had cooked supper. Perhaps rsking consent to put her on the buy his department stock for the
unusual to sell 208 gallons of oil out though representatives of the people the fear of similar experiences has i•rogramme aud•she acquiesced. This Culley house.
compliment as the
of a tank thas would only hold 2oo they are subject to the law. The gen- kept the bachelor editors, Messrs. is quite a high
Mr. Henry Schroat, the
well
attended by hunare
getting
sessions
from
state
Hutton
and
Pulliam;
known clothier and hatter, goes with
gallons.
eray council may make or unmake
mixed up in matrimonial matters. dreds of the leading educators of the
He aso testified that the company laws, but they must do so in accord- The girls in Harrodsburg. though, are country. The honor is commensurate the Culley firm as manager of the
bribed Illnois oil inspectors by the ance with the higher law from which pretty enough and sweet enough to with the ability of Miss Morgan who hat department. lie has spent his
entire life in the business, being
wholesale. That spies were employed they derive the power to do those make a man want one of them, even is one
the finest teachers in the
connected with all the houses here,
the
and
if he had to do the washing
state, having for years given most
to ascertain all about the business things.
addition to the sewing eminent service with her work in the and well known to the business.
in
milking
of rival comapnies; that railroad
If by a simple resolution that body
Mr. Culley has opened temporary
and cooking.
local schools. She is now the teachclerks and employes were bribed to can remit licenses, it naturally folheadquarters upon the second floor
er of English.
of 302 Broadway, to use until his
give information of the shipments of lows that by resolution it may imA North Carolina court has denew building is completed on Broadother oil concerns. Three different pose or increase a license, but the cided that it is contempt of court to
Alumni Association.
way beside The Palmer at Fifth
grades of oil, and at different prices, courts have invariably decided to the catch a judge outside of a court
The Paducah Alumni Associat' ii
street. It will be sometime in Sepwere sold from the same barrel. 'nit contrary. And any citizen can enjoin room and put a head on him for ren- sesterday afternoon held a very intember before he is ready for bus'decision. One by
teresting gathering at the Delo;eic
policy of the company has been to the general council from remitting oering an adverse
the rights of the private citizen clubromns in Carneigie library on fleas.
cne
crush and; ruin men who owned other licenses, unless that body enacts an
ie New York furniture man has
are being abridged. It has been con Ninth and Broadway, at which dole
ordinance repealing such parts of the
oil interests,
sidered one of the inalienable rights a large number were present and taken the measurement of the new
The whole story is startling in its general ordinance as applies to that of the commonpeople to express
manufacturing
transacted. building, and is now
business
considerable
that arc
fixtures
and
cases
other
the
outside
judiciary
detail, and in the face of the fact particular business.
the
of
their opinion
Mrs. A. R. Meyers, the president.
a special make for the new house.
of the temple of justice or go down was in the chair.
that the country is prepared for althe tavern and not only swear
most any character of questionable
The committee named to sslect
The people who favor the city own. to
the judge be'
the hoard of directors reported that
methods, yet if the evidence being ing a water and light plant should get pt the court, but whip
s;des, without being hauled up for they had accomplished
this and
taken is all true, the entire country busy, and get in communication with
contempt and fined or sent to jail, earned the following in their recont
will demand the punishment of the the aldermen. Whilt. The Register
but this was in the earlier and better
which was ratified; Miss
men at the head of the gigantic con-1 cannot understand why any member (lays of the republic. Alas and alack, mendation.
Fmma Morgan, Mrs. Eli G. Boone, BIG BARBECUE BE riELD AT
cern. Such methods as those alleged of that board should be opposed to that the times have degenerated. If
Mrs. Frank L Scott, Mrs. Louis
KEVIL ONE WEEK FROM
are criminal, and will undoubtedly giving the people the opportunity to the North Carolina decision is up- Rieke, Sr.. Messrs. Herman KatterTODAY.
satiscause the overturn of the republic i vote on the question, yet we learn held we will have no greater
john, Simon Hecht. Saunders A.
back
the
into
go
to
than
faction
unless dra stic steps are taken.
Fowler and %Wham Bradshaw, Jr.
The Farmers' County Institute Meets
aldermen are opposed to the people
the judge carefully
was
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The following
the
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A portion of the stenographic re- having anything to say on the sub- yard and CU5S
State
prayerfully --Kentucky
and
chosen to prepare for the entertainCourthouse.
port of the evidence says:
ject. If the stockholders of a bank Jounal.
ing-tit to be given after comr since"An example I can give is from or any other corporation should ask
fluent
exercises next month for those
The Dark Tobacco Growers assotrade
the
get
to
Paris, II. I was told
the
privof
board
the
directors
for
graduating this year. Rich- ciation of this and adjoining counscholars
a certain diealer there. I
away
ard Scott, chairman. Misses !.:artha ties, in preparing to have a big barwent to a rival and he agreed to sell ilege of voting on a matter in which
Anna becue and speaking at Kevil on the
Sinnint,
Davis, Elizabeth
our oil for 5 cents a gallon. He got they were iniereiWne the board
Gilbert.
Gardner
Mrs.
Larkin
and
we
and
gallon
a
cent
i
of
Cairo division of the Illinois Cenrebate
a
should refuse to grant that request,
BE WISE AND Gr.T A GOOD
social
and
reception
of
form
The
tlid his advertising free."
railroad, the third Saturday of
tral
the next thing would be to ask for
(Continued From Page One.)
"What became of the other dealwill be decided upon by this com- this month, which is the loth. one CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESresignatioris. Any man who repreFIRSTENT q NES PUT IN
?" asked Commissioner Clements,,
mittee, also the date, they are to week from today.
of work to
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activity,
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other
eleincreased
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if
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CLASS
"It
Maxon.
failed."
replied
Oh,
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k rive.a year to get the dealer out ments of honesty in himi, will always do, and money in free circulation.
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Members
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there
while
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be
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"The United States troops, first unbusiess. I finally bought his plant be willing to give those whom he repdecided that their next gathering will be dancing, fine music and a WORK ON ALL
and
Funston
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command
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a d wrecked it. It took a year, but resents the
library
the
at
held
the grand feast served to all.
opportunity to be heard. then under Gen. Greely. have been would not be
got him."
s5th of this month, butt that when I,The objeot of the meeting is to in OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
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The
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situation,
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for
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organization of the body the association, gather together more COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI•
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yet
while
militia,
the
of
act
witThe
an( has been for years."
member of the general council votes
has the meetings will be at 3:30 o'clock members and bring closer those al- FU1. JEWELRY.
nes then made his disclosures re- on submitting the water and light positive and respect-compelling,
been harsh or 'brutal. Their voctory the afternoon of the first Friday of ready affiliating. The association is
gar mg the work of o'l inspectors.
proposition to the people.
I
of peace during the crisis hours is every month, in the auditorisin of becoming pretty strong and solid in
e only work of an oil inspect-Or
just as renowned, if not more so, than the Washington school bnilding on this section of the country.
in rIiy field: is to collect his fees,"
Miembers of the general council any victory of war. The only shoot- West Broadwey. The first th:ng to
said Maxon. "Half of the inspectors
home be taken up at these stated meetings
Judge W. M. Reed left yesterday
were not equipped to do their work should not be led astray by -the false jog was done by unorganized
428 Broadway.
guards.
simply
is the business followed by an for a sojourn at Dawson
report that it will cost the city over
and some never did it. They
"While the great American heart
left us the labels and we put them on a thousand dollars to hold an election
PHONE 772-is.
and
,the barrels when we got ready. This on a proposition for bonds to build has been profoundly touched
meathe
in
sympathy
unshed forth its
has been the practice for twenty-eight
a water and light plant.
sure of millions, the people of Caliyears. Occasionally an inspector was
There are 18 precincts in Paducah, fornia are overwhelmed with graticonscientions at first. hut either lie fr
great
A
long.
last
each precinct will require four of- tude and ies1 like the debt of good
his scruples didn't
never
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Sold at
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matter
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repaid.
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drink do a great
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indefinbe
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fact,
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was to pass our oil by or maybe to
is two dollars or $144 for the entire itely continued, and it will be months
Palmer House Bar,
condemn the oil of other people."
General admission 25 cents; grand stand 35 cents; box seats 6o cents;
conA. Lajzomarsino.
"Where (lid you learn that?" asked number, and $so will more than pay and perhaps years before normal
and Tickets on sale Smith & Nagel's, Fourth and Broadway. Time called at
one of the commissioners.
for the ballots and all other expenses. ditions are restored in the riven
"Oh. that was taught me," replied Therefore a special election will cost fire-swept circuit."
3:30 P. tn.
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.
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will not
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•
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•
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shipped nut of the state.
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(Continued from Page One.)
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LENDLER9& LYDON.

Paducah, Kentucky

:

Kentucky : Telephone 548
Today Matinee and TOM t
"RIP VAN - WINKLE"

Ire
a i

Benefit San.Franciscp Sufferer's, A Splendid Revival of the Greatest of all American Dramas

e,

Washington Irving's Beautiful Legend of the Catskills

PRICES, MATINEE: CHILDREN tot, ADULTS, 25c.

asc AND 35(. LAST SHOW OF THE SEASON. SEATS ARE NOW ON SALE.
NIGI4f PRICES: ORCHESTRA AND BALCONY, soc. GALLERY

..4111a

:

Should Be "Four Score and Ten."RUNG

BY BREEZES.

PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.

ar,

Reservations Ratablialied by President'. Order in Three
BELLS OF GLASS AND METAL
Attention is frequently called to 01141, -could :-ay with sufficient authorLocations.
MAKE SWEET MUSIC.
the fact that some one has passed his I ity that the days of our years are
Executive orders creating three new
fourscore years, it would probably
. seventieth birthday and therefore haa
reservetions for the protection of the
add many years to the working time Range in Price front
Twenty-Five breeding
withdrawn from active service. When of mankind. People now
grounds et native birds were
often apoloCents to Two Hundred Doisigned by President Roosevelt October
a mon reaches that stage of life the gize for "living on borrowed time,'
lars--Where They Are
10. The names and locations of these
newspaper reporters begin to ask if as they say, after the Biblical limit
Used.
reservations are as follows:
he is going to retire, is he going to is past.
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
it is a fatal error to believe that
resign, etc. If he does non and gets
The Vied MIL as its name implies,
embracing
all of the unsurveyed islands
safely past it, they cease to talk about vse were' Cosied into a chaos of Con Is made to ring by the action of time
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Meting
cannot
which
feitces.
wind.
we
to
drawn
him. Now the line
In fact the wind bell is not a Islands
at the
at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
seventieth birthday is a curious sur- taking care of thelk man, said: "I bell at all, strictly speaking, but a the
south of Isle Royal,in Lake Superior,
vival of the effect, of a positive state- of which we cannot escape. The first eontrivance composed of a number of Mich. This
reservation embraces secment made many centuries ago. canon that nattre enacted is this, that pendants suspended in a circle from tions 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 33 34 and 36, In
The statement that the days of ouur no one shall trifle with or waste life; a ring and hung close together so that township 64 north,
range sa west. Upon
they
will
coma into contact and Pro- these islands
years are "threescore years and ten," and the second is that we shall not
between 1,000 and 10,000
was supposed to be given by divins form habits that tend to cause disease duce sounds when swayed by the herring guile breed annually, besides
a
inspiration and is still regarded with among. our faculties or to enfeeble winds.
number of other species not nearly so
Some wind bells produce sounds that numerous. It is the largest and most
such superstition that it really sets them. Obeying these exactions, the
an artificial limit .to the vitality and natural .consequence is not weakness are very pleasing and musical. Some Important herring gull colony within
activity of many who, when this time and decay, but strength and whole- are made with glass pendants, some the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em comes, surrender as they think to a someness—O. C. W. in Critteaden with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple la construction, Huron Islands group lying near the'
cliesree of the Almighty. Now if some Press.
others are large and maasive and Huron islands group, lying ,near the
elaborate.
south shore of Lake Superior and emon his publica;
Like others of
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and U, in
Wind bells range in Price from
25
thc artistic nat .. 'se is generous to cents to
$200. The original home of township 63 north, range 29 west, Micha fault and has not accuumulated the wind tall
igan. Some 1.500 gulls, together with a Office: 306 Broadway
is Japan.
Phonea:Office 383—Residence 1696
the wealth that others more grasping
In its simplest form the wind bell is number of other water birds, breed up(a
would have done.—Cairo
composed of a number of narrow these Islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," emstrips of glass, perhaps six inches in
INCREASE FREIGHT RATES
length, suspended lengthwise from a bracing an island near the mouth of
wire ring about two inches in diam- Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
Roads Agree to Raise the Charges eter. Within the
circle formed by toe known as Passage Key, and situated in
on Butter and Eggs.
strips thus suspended is hung by one section 6, township 34 south, range iG
tillet Which Killed C. L. Spier
corner a little square piece of glass east. Thousands of handsorpe terns
have bred upon this little Itoy annually
St. Paul, Minn., May ii.—The Soo half way down the length
Caliber of His Own Pistol.
of the long
ever since the Florida coast was first exline has given notice to the other strips, the strips and the
square piece
railways tong part in a conference being ornamented with various Japan- plored, but during the past year the egg
hunters made regular trips to the island.
held here on the question of the rate ese characters and designs. This
New York, May IL—Following
wind and
each time not only plundered the
on butter and eggs between the twin bell may be hung up wherever
a breeze
ea. funeral today of Charles L. Spier
.itii. and New .York that it would will strike it and blow the strips into nests of the fresh eggs, but also dethe traction manager who was ioand
sorisent to the raising of that rate to contact with ens another and with the stroyed all eggs partially Incubated
'dead in his home on Staten island Seos,
and unfit for use. This action promwhich was the old figure be- square suspended among them.
Monday morning foll•sv.ins an alarm fore the Wisconsin
But slightly more expensive than ised annihilation of the colony within
Central made the
of burglars, a second autopsy was cut aibout a month ago.
this simplest form of wind bell are a year or two. At the time the egg hunting was most active other parties inperformed on the body aril the bulThe new rate will go into effect on others of glass, with pendants of diflet extracted. It was found to be a May 26. At the same time the. rate ferent lengths, and with a number of augurated a movement to secure title
co the Island for resort purposes. This
.32-caliber. This was the cait'oer of on butter and eggs shipped to Chi.: squares of different sizes, such a wind
effort, If it had been successful, would It is healthy
bell
his own pistol.
product's
caw, will be increased from 27 cents
• greater variety of
have resulted in a destruction of the It is always ready for use
The bullet was located in the back to acr tents a hundredweight and a tones.
breeding colony, as complete and al• It is a pleasure
Another
inexpensive sort of wind most as soon as
under the left shoulder blade. In like increase of 13 cents per hundredthe egg hunters would It will not get sick or die
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monits course thiough the body .t had % eight on these commodities will be bell has • number of very small bell have accomplished that end, so that
the It will save you car fare
"Imperial" and "Colonial" Biarch."
shaped
metal
objects
suspended on a creation of the reservation
psnetrated the bears. Inc sbysicians made on New York and Chicago shipis said to be It will take you home to lunch
cycles arc the best that can he procord
at
different
heights,
southwestern
with
ments
all
from
a
Minnecorextremely opportune.
and officials at the autopsy declared
It will save you a doctor bill
chiced- $is up.
responding number of little glass balls
The National Asisoclation of Audubon
themselves puzzled as to how Spie- ! sota and eastern Iowa points.
See our stock of Second Hand
hanging from cords, to come into con- societies
his placed wardens in charge
could have staggered or walked the
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tact
bicycles.
with
the
metal
objects
when
the
of each of these reservations, and the
Increase Board of Directors.
.
AMIE
d'stance he did after the ballet had
bell is swayed by the wind.
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
pierced his heart.
His bs!y was
Cheapest
house
in town for Tire s. Bells, Pumps, Sadctes, etc. ReKansas City, Mo...-May es—At the
Still another not costly form of wind their nests
las been stopped.
found fully eighteen feet from where annual meeting of the stockholders bell has for pendants a lumber of
member the place.
the first blood spots
tht hallway of the Kansas City Southern railway variously colored leaf shaped pieces
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
the board of directors was increased of metal, metallic leaves of various
cif his home were noted.
_
forms
fifteen
members
and
thirteen
from
and
to
sizes, suspended around Kany /Family Skeletons in the
Apart- sad and rad North Fifth Street Next to Kentucky Theatre.
Cling to Burglar Theory.
Hugo Blumenthal and Andrew J. Mil- from a ring by cords. The wind blows
ment Houses of New
Having been shot with his own
ler, banloers of New York city, were these leaves together, producing—the
York City.
Tevolvee it is the theory of the fam- elected as the new directors. The leaves being of different
sizes and
ily that Spier grappled w'th the old directors were re-elected. The thicknesses—a variety of musical
"No postmen the country over see so
burglar he is said to have detected directors subsequently re-elected the tones.
much pathos In their rounds as the men
at work and that the marauder old officers.
A metallic wind bell that sells fog of the New York force," said the
man
turned the weapon upon its owner.
$35 and occupies vertically a space of In the gray uniform,as he lighted
a comabout three feet has, suspended around forting cigar after being relieved from
Strong objection was made today
from a ring about •foot in diameter, duty, relates the New York World
by Mrs. Spier to the holding of a
a number of pendants, each composed
"It seems to me sometimes that every
second autopsy, which s'se declared
of several curious metal objects strung boarding-house room, every cranny
-would prove nothing, but Co: sier
in
on. below the other. Below this circle a furnished-room house, and even
Cahill would not give a burial per- To the Policy ifsiders of the Tradthe
of pendants and hanging from the best of apartment-houses conceals
mit until the bullet had been ex•
ers Insurance Company, Pad•cah. center of the support of the bell is • some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tracted. Consequently the funeral
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal, tragedy. I suppose New York is a
good
went forward and the body was
Kentucky.
the lantern being about a f9ot in place to hide yourself in, and then so
placed in a vault After a short wsit
height
many young men and women coming
-We beg to advise you that on acit was removed and thr i. itopsy beA larger wind bell of metal, one that here in search of fine positions or cagun in the presence of county count of the heavy losses at San sells for $75, has no lantern, but a reers meet with discouragement. With
officers and representatives of the Francisco, that this company has bigger hoop and longer and larger and those people, a letter may mean hope or
been placed in the hands of a receiv- more numerous pendants,
each com- life itielf.
er. It now seems that the entire ac- posel of several metal objects at"In fiats and apartment houses where
Believes Shot Was Accidental.
cumulation of 32
years,
which tached one below the other.
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
District Attorney
Kenney
exA strange, if not grotesque, wind mall, or in • boarding-house where It
pressed the belief this evening that amounts to over three million dollars, has been swept away.
et metal, one that sells for $200, passes through the hands of servants,
Spier shot himself accidentally. He
We have decided to replace all has for a top piece a solid metal con- you can see women in all styles of nett•
-.declared he believed neither the
Traders policies in good solvent corn- struction two feet or more in dianseter ligee costumes, hanging over the balburglar nor the suicide theory, but
panics, which were unaffected by the and shaped like a great shallow bowl, ustrades, their ayes just begging for a
.thought Spier may have tripped in
San Francisco fire, and give you and here hanging inverted and with letter.
the hall and thus discharged his
"One woman in particular I rememcredit for your unearned premium in the pendants banging three feet or
weapon against himself. Mr. Kenber. She lived in a fiat four flights up,
more
length
in
around
from
its
outer
the Traders Insurance Co.
ney and the police both agreed with
edge. The pendants of this great wind and morning after morning I would
This actiou will entail a great loss'
the coroner in insisting that a secbell, each composed of a number of find her shivering in the vestibule and
to mc, but it is my desire to protect
oddly shaped objects suspended one waiting for me She watched me hunond autopsy be performed. No final
you against any loss on business below the other along it, vary in grily as I distributed the
mail to the
deport has yct been agreed upon by
placed in my hands. .1 trust that you length, and at the end of • number various boxes. Nothing ever came for
the authorities, who appear to be at
will appreciate my efforts in thus of the pendants hang odd small bells her, and she never told me her story,
odds as to whether the case is one
protecting you against a loss, which with tongues.
but somebow you could read it in her
of murder, suicide or accident.
was no fault of mine, and continue
Wind bells in their less expensive face, which grew thinner every day
"No matter what they say," deyour patronage, thereby assisting and more familiar forms are hung on At last I breught her a letter, and what
clared Mrs. Spier tonight, "I know
me, in a small way, to recover the parches in summer, Where the breezes do you think she did when she looked
my husband was murdered. We were
can play with them and make them at It Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
losses which I have sustained.
perfectly happy. I can not imagine
tinkle
or produce
their musical little faint, after one scream of relief
Please bring your policies to our
any reason why he should take his
and joy that brought the janitor on
office, room it6 Fratetnity building, sounis. In winter such wind bells
the run
ewn life. There was not the slightwindows
at
may
hung
or
be
more
less
to be exchanged.
"Then there was a nice little girl who
est cloud in our lives. Ms. Spier was
likely to be opened at the top, where
Very truly yours,
watched for me every delivery last sumfond of his home. We had no differ•
the wind can strike them.
J. W. HUGHES.
ences. We had no troubles. I know
That wind bell of metal with the mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
lantern hanging below It would prob- mamma to-day?' and when I'd shake
nothing of the $75,000 insurance
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
ably be-hung in a hall, where it would my head she'd run right upstairs. The
policy he is said to have taken reJanitor told rue about them. The huscently."
EXCURSION BULLETIN. be sounded when the door was opeued. band had deserted them—and
in the
would,
bell
wind
Japan,
great
The
in
Recent Quarrel in Club.
some _ tenale'p_ geotands end, as the woman was sickly—the
Misee--Igaiee4---C-einetwee- be tong_
CATS Ottliell.
and probably near the gate. Here it ItylrAd
the.e was a scene at a prominent cial Travelers of America—Date of
me tired to think of that Wee, bright lit- PADUCAH REAL MP Y. wILSTFICN KENTUCKY ?ARIEL BAN
hung
garaen.
to
a
be
would
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IrEsTintm
.Staten Island club recently whicti sale May t7th and t8th, 1906, return
tle thing being in an orphanage."
=MUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
resulted in a request that Mr. Sp'er limit May 22nd, 19(16. Rate for round
Clancy's Horse in a Race.
An Ingenious Policeman.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
leave the club. The cause of it is trip $ti.8,5
A noted man in Springfield was MiMany tales have been told of the
-unknown.
Green vile, S. C.—General Assem- chael Clancy a contractor, who bad
er.Dolh rt W WISITTEMOICE. PeLdualeb. 1.
beble of the Presbyterian Church in come rich. lie bought a string of horses "finest," but the ingenuity of &Newark
for
trial
neglect
of
duty
is
on
hard
cop
WRITER OF SONGS
U. S.—Date of sale May 14th, 15th and entered them for the Saratoga meet.
and Ath, 1906, return. limit May 3151 He raced his horses for the fun of it, to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
Will S. Hays. Noted for His Poetry Limit can be extended -to juniz-istli, and
rarely bet. One day be had a horse • tray of jewels carried off under 'the
Songs,
1936 by paying fee of so
Has Nephew in
and
.cents. Rate entered that seemed to have so excel- very eyes of the cop. On trial the folfor round trip $i8,is.
Cairo.
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol- lowing conversation took place between
on it.
lars
the pollee commissioner and the aoHugh C. Hays, night clerk at The
Peke, Ky. — Grand Commandry
Accident.'Life, Liability. Steam:MoilerWhen the horses got away Clancy cused:
Halliday is a nephew of the noted 'knights Templar—Dates of sale May
Stood in the grand stand watching them
see
the
man?"
you
didn't
"Why
poet and song writer Will S. Hays, 21st and 22nd, limit
ay25th, 1906. through his field glasses. Some of his
"I did see him, your honor, and asked)
who is now the veteran political Rate for round trip
•
friends, knowing of the ten dollar bet, him what he was doing hanging
•
writer and river editor on the staff of
LouisvMe, Ky. — Spring Meeting Crowded about and began to joke him.
around."
the Louisville Courier-Journal.
New Louisville Jockey Club—Dates
Office Phone 369,
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy
"What did he say?"
Residence Phone 726
Mr. Hays is a most versatile man of sale May list and 2nd, limited to
was asked.
lookin'
was
he
into
locathe
said
"He
having achieved fame along several May 3rd." Rates for, round trip $6.95.
a
Clancy surveyed the Sold carefully. tion, as he was goln' in for jewelry himlines. One of his most successful Dates of _sale May rat and and, limit
"I can't quite make out." he replied, self."
popular songs was "nollie Darling" May 30th; May 3rd to 4gth, inclu• "whether
he is tut lithe third radar
"Well, he did. Ile robbed the store."
which was sung everywhere in the sive, limint three' 'days from date first in the fourth."—Bosto Herald.
"Nell, your honor, even If he was
n
early seventies. The piece was re- 61 sale. Round trip rate WO.
thief, he was bo lier."—N. Y. Sun.
vived in "The County Chairman" and
Ky..-r-tiome
Coming
Observant Tooth.
"Polly Primrose" two of the most Wink of Kentuckians: Dates of sale
"Say, Bob," said the small girl to the
Mclern Life.
'successful plays of recent years.
June ilths 12ths and 13th., 1906, limit small boy, "what are relations?"
She—Is it trait that your brother is goMr. 1-Tays has written a number of june 223rd; by paying fee of so cents
"Relations," was the snorer, "ars ing to remarry his divorced wifd?
songs that made his publishers weal- tickets cas be extended to thirty days folk that keep
mother working go hard
He—Yes. 144 became so Well acthy and his mail is constantly bring- from date of purchase.
Rate- for for fear they'll come around on a tour of quainted with Aye. during the divorce
ing him checks, representing royalties rOtmd-trip---$6.943.
•titsPectIon and say she Isn't a good I trial that he WI Su' lave With bor.—
hounheePer."—Waeltingtog Stu.
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ANXIOUS ABOUT DEER
KENTUCKY SPEECH IS THE
PUREST OF ALL NATIONS.

Earl

Way to Irate
Wife—I have made .$50igelig'
this after 6
noon.
GUIDES IN ADIRONDACKS YEAR
Husband—Phew!
"You paid only $100 for that old
ANOTHER HARD WINTER.
LU
piano, didn't you?"
"Yes."
State That Large Numbers of the
"Well, I have sold it for 111f0."
Animals Were Killed by Sever"Gracious me! What are you going
to do with the money?"
ity of the Last Two
"There isn't any money."
Seasons.
"Eh?"
Adirondack guides and the sport*, "I sold it to a dealer.. He gives me
-9s-new piano for $200 and allows me
men who Itunt-tti- the nort114-4
are hoping that the coming winter $150 for the old one. If you'd stay
will not be so hard on the deer as at home and let me go to your office
the last two seasons have been, re- and attend to your business you'd
soon be rich. Just think! Fifty del
ports the New York Still.
tars a day is something over $15,001
One of the guides in the Big Moose
S year."—Stray Stories.
district said last summer
that a
third of all the deer in that part of
WANTED TO KNOW.

IHRO

6111

YOUlt- CORRCSPONDE- NCI

„Ai

From the iftvestigation of an Eng.' find in iCentucky atierthcs tfeighbdring
Esti savant, Sir Jonathan Williams.! regions along the Ohio
and Missouri
it appears.
that the purest English is rivers. Nor were the crudities of
spoken in the 'state of Kentucky;I your western Americanisms
so apparrather than in London or any other ent there. The clipped
and halting
part of the British isles or posses- speech of Scotland comes
nearer to
----eiense-says the Chicago Chronicle. the
Eliglish -than any I
* Sir Jonathan, who is a retired phy- have heard in
my investigations.
sician with ample means, became in- Australia is overlaid with a slang
f
terested in the question of the purity which is worse than the worst of your
of the English tongue several years west. Your east is: imitative
of cockago and has since spent muuch time neyitreps, unnatural and therefore
unin investigatiting "English as she is English.
spoke" in many parts of the world.
Kentucky Speech the Purest.
He has traveled through Australia, "In the island
itself the best Eng- the Adirondacks had died
of exposure
all of the different counties of Eng- lish
is not that of Oxfordshire or of and
starvation during the last two
land. Ireland and Scotland and
campridgfshire, _hut. of. Kent and years.
A Saranac guide who had
th'reugh litany or the tats 'of 'the southern owns.
This, however, does
been up in the northwest part of the
hnion, examining the peculiarities of not
approich in purity of diction,
the different pronunciations and it is clearness o
engnciation and adhesion region during the winter said half the
hie conelusien that so far as his rs- to classical
orms the Eniglish of your deer there had died.
searches have extended the English middle
This was probably an exaggeration,
west, which is neither your
which is nearest the correct standard north nor
your south, your eas1 nor though there is no doubt that the loss
is spoken by the citizens of the home
your west. I have found in the city was great. Man after man will tell
of fast horses, good whisky and fair of Louisville
a pronunciation and a you of passing anywhere from two
women. Whether the whiskey, the use of terms
which is nearer in my or three to seven or eight dead anihorses or the fair women have the mind
to Addison and the English mals in a single day's crossing from
most to do with the purity of the ton- classicists
than anything which the one point to auother.
gue as spoken in the neighboring counties of
England, the provinces of
It may seem strange to speak of
cninmsonwealth tq the south Sir Jona- Australia
or the marches of Scotland deer
dying from 'exposure, but that,
than declined to state,
can offer."
added to their weakened condition cue
When
asked
what he considered
Disapproves of the Londoner.
the reason for the purity of the Eng- to lack of food, was actually what
"I have been interested in dialecti- lish of the Ohio valley Sir ;Jonathan killed hundreds of them.
In the winter they feed on any
cal English for many years," said Sir was at somewhat of a loss. "I can
Jonathan yesterday on the occasion not explain it, unless it is that mod- green things vitilch they can find unof a short visit to Chicago on his ernizing tendencies have had less ef- der the snow, and also on the youngway to San Francisco. "Your
fect there, the people read fewer est shoots of the hemlock trees. If
English of the isles is above
ordinay ail slangy, Sooka, are closer students of there Is heavy snow wietch lies long
dialectical. The Londoner sticks a the older /classics and Mold their on the ground they
get along very
She—I don't understand this wireless
totally misplaced 'r' on the end of home language accordingly. Another well.
The snow protects the foliage telegraphy.
words ending with 'a' such as 'idea.' influence may be the climatic forte,
underneath it, and if It is deep, with
He- It is very easy. They just send
which is to him 'idear.' The same is the central zones tending less to exa
crust, the deer can feed on hemlock meeleages through the air, instead of over
true of your New England. The south tremes, either of diction or pronunlands of America have a drawl which ciation. than the outlying portions. I shoots which they could not possibly the wires.
She—I know; but how do they attach,
is totally misplaced, the north Ian& have no douht that the increasing reach from the ground.
But if it is bitter cold, with little the air to the poles?—Chicago Journal.
of your country a nasal twang which dampness of the climate of England
is a joke to Engliehmen. It is only has had some effect on tbe deterioria- snow, there is no protection for low
Unconcerned.
on the middle ground here in America tion of the English speech in the is- spropts, and those which are sot
Said the pheasant to 'he rabbits,
that I have found the true English, lands. Perhaps these same climatic quickly eaten freese to a worthless "I'm amazed at your bad habits,
the English of Shakespeare and Dr. conditions, combined with the ideally condition. Then the deer eat all the Don't you know it.'• very rude to sit and
starer
Johnson, unmixed with dialectical ab- English conditions obtainMg in yrnir hemlock shoots within reach of the
*awl the look the haughty pheasant
surdities or with peculiarities of ex- more central states, have made this ground. After that they
Turned
on them was far from pleasant.
starve.
At
yreesion. Slang as such I do not state of affairs possible."
But neither of the rabbits turned a bara
any rate, they become so weak that
they cannot bear what comes next.
"'Doc,' .1 said, 'I'll tell you what
Home Thrust.
APPENDICES UP.
A year ago it was no uncommon
Knicker—Why does a novelist alI'll as.. I'll bet you a case of appen- thing for guides to see several deer
ways dress his heroine in "some clingThree Aces Cost a Boston Surgeon dicitis against an operation of the together,
to write for our big PRICE BICYCLE eatal•nae
eache with a saddle of snow ing
White stuff?"
$935 in Game of P. ker.
hi
same land. We can du the work for
showi11101(.1L Ft.:1Z TIRES' lr
cancflrleNIlella r.:1! .lilitit
on its back. The snow cakes must
'
.'
lij
il
Mrs. Knicker—Because • man exBELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
each other you know.'
4.
"Speaking of queer wagers in pok- "'Dune,' replied Dr. Brown, 'and have been there for some time, but the pects a woman to stick to one dress
algy j ,-..."
er (silica," said a doctor, formed/ of ill raise you a gall stone's operation. animals had reached so low an ebb forever— Why, yes, Henry, I could get
or on ati7 .tortf of fermi, until you have received our completeCI-Free
C.1 i is,
logue• illustrating and describing every kind of hIgh-grade
Boston. te a group ot friends at a "'I'll put a liver case up against it of vitality that there was not enough a new one for $50.—N. Y. Sun.
and low-a:ado
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable
LIM
PRICF.S and wonderful new offers made passible by
hotel !a •t night. "I guess I can tell and raise you another appendix,' I warmth in their bodies to melt the
selling from fac6orp
di -t to rider wit no middlemen's profits.
Slightly Confused.
you of
=OW.
Mie that beat any you tver said.
Illir IMP ON
VAL reithota a cent &pelf!, Pay
"Poverty," said the cynical philostie
Freight sod
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal termsthe
heard of before.
There were heavy snowfalls daring
"He called me with an appendicitis
which no 0:het
cher,
house
"is
in
no
disgrace.
the
world
On
the
contrary,
will
do. You will iearn everything and get much i. ilu
"Three years ago I made a :trip to operation and declined to raise fur- these trying seasons, but they were
able information by simply writing us a postal.
Denver in company with another 80‘- ther. We showed our hands and lie almost immediately followed by a vio- ft may be an honor."
We need a Mew airogrif in every town and can offer an
opportunit)
"Yes,"
answered
Mr.
Dustin
to
Stsx;
make mosey to suitable young men who apply at once.
"I
1 on physician elite for fear he might won. He had three a,ces and I
had lent thaw or pouring rain, which in feel that way about it. But my tastes
not want his name used.
Dr.
call
three, kings.
its turn was followed by a sharp are so expensive I can't afford to be
Brown. Our journey was uneventful
"I took out my hank note and freeze.
N
poor."—Washington Star.
$9ar Priee$
until we got out into the middle of wrote the names of the patients I had
per
All through the Adirondaeks guides
T.
Pis ems
N ebraska.
lost on a leaf, which I tore out and
Wanted Only Her Own.
To Introduce
They
"Then we struck a heavy %now- gave him. • lie wanted to regard the attempted to save the deer.
NAILS, TACKS
Mrs. De Fashion—at a children's par- We Will Sell
OR GLASS
%form and eur train was snowed in , bets, after the money had been wager- Celled hemlocks so that the animals ty—Marie!
You a Sample
WON'T LET
for twenty hour'. The hours passed • cd, as a joke, but I refused to permit could browse on the braiscVs which
Pair
for
Only
OUT THE AIR
Nurse Girl—Yes, ma'am.
(CASH
WITH
011151111
54.1510
been
reach.
had
They
out of their
eine lee so ler. Hruss n and
hunted him to. When we reached Boston a
Mrs. De Fashion—It's time for us to
up a couple of drummers and indite w eek later I made arrangements even scattered grain where deer were 10 home. Which of these children is NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of Is years experience in tire
wed in a little game of draw in the whereby he did the work on the pa- in the habit of passing.
mine?—N. Y. Weekly.
making. No dangler from THORNS. CACemekiniere,1111 I eur sleeper to pass tients and received tile pay.
Notice% the thick robber t rsid
At Big Moose lake when deer were
TUS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
In ad
”.I" and puncture stripe -Is"
away the time, or at least a portion he won $ew from me with those seen coming along the ice men would
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
Proof Positive.
and "D," also rim strip "II"
. of it
to prevent rim cutting. Thin
The Male Idiot—But bow can I be be vulcanized like any other tire.
three eee."---Special e correspondence go out with a sick of grain and scattire will outlast any other
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual use. Over
"The .traveling men knew the game of the Washington
make—SOFT. ELASTIC and
from Denver. ter it across the course the aei- sure that you love me?
Seventy-five Thousand pairs sold last year.
EASY austeres.
well, in fact, were extorts at it. and .ca
The
Female
Ditto—Remem
that
ber
male were taking, then get back out
DENORIPTION• Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lhied inside
soon Dr. Brown and I found ourI have had many chances to marry with
•special quality of rubber, whfch never becomes porous and which closes up
of the Way.
without Clowning the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied small‘punctures
selves practically strapped. We had STRIKES AFFECT IRON
handsome
men,
clever
men
and
intercustomers stating
TRADE
that
their
tires have only been pumped up once or twice ins whole season. They weigh
efforts
deer
the
spite
In
of these
no more than
had very little money in our pockets.
esting men—and yet I accepted youl— an ordinary
tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin.
scores.
into
came
Big
A
by
died
man
prepared
fabric on the tread. That "tinkling Back" sensation commonly felt when riding apecially
Cleveland Leader.
I bad about STOO and Dr. Brown Foundries Will Close Rather Than
on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the pat,
nt "Basket Weave" tread which prevents alt
Moose one day, having walked across
from being
about $ue. The drummers tools $oe
scpsessed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regularair
Abandon Open Shoe iese.as
price
of these
tires is $8.5o per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making•spacial factory price
Misunderstood.
from one 'of the lodging camps, and
from mine and Si is from my friend
the rider
orgy 114.RO per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. ontoapproval.
"Do you ever retro a paper at your of
I-sr:velum% U., Abay I i.-- I he Iron said that he had missed one bunch of
to
';Dr. Brown and I then decid
You dm not pay•cent until you have examined and found them strictly
as represented.
We will allow•snob dleisount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 04.55
play only until we had but $e lef be-I Trade Review tomorrow will •say: seven deer, and he doubted if any of club?" asks the visitor.
per pair) if you send
MILL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send
one nickel
"No.
Every time I go to the reading plated brass hand pimp and
tween us. Thitt was satiefeetor to "Strikes continue to be the most im- them lived through the day. It was
Sampson metal puncture doom on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to he used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes).
Tire* to be returned
the traveling men. and the cards; teem, portant factor in the iron trade. Fol- that way all through the mountains, room I find that the papers have been at
04.113 expense If for r.ay reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your
Ti-mat time I wns, lowing the settlement of the anthra- to Vint It tit small wonder that con- grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
:tondo' again
Postmaster,
Banker,
Earpress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order
who sit around that room all the
IeckymAd appearances. seemed to in- cite miners and the weakening of the
• pair 61
these tires, you will Rod that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer
siderable anxiety is felt that the com- time."—Judge.
and look
liner than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so
dicate-tale Dr. Brown hail caught a position of the idle longshoremen, the
well
pleased.
favorable one
that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us •small
ection of the molders in many cities ing season should be a
trial
good hand, too. .
p. Order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
herds.
the
for
Wife.
Busy
A
"The drommere did not do well in quitting work looms jilt() promibuilt-up-wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs. and
Bacon—My wife is very erratic. One 00ArnERAINORAUCES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thasusuai
that deal, and when the betting be nence. The anthracite strike has'n04
prices charged by &niers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
Electrical Wonders.
she is bee-sting into tears and tee Do
day
hut write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYINO a
Brown
6een
impel-tans in its relation to irpn
gen they dropped out, and Dr.
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know
Aladdin's luminary and all the wen- next clay she is bursting into laughnew and
and I foetid ourselves opposing each trae:ie, about the only defect being the
esoderful offers we are making. It only costs•postal to learn everything. Write itthe
NOW.
•
ter.
other alone 'We bet all our money banking of a few furnaces and the ./11.rs of the fairy tales cannot compare
Egbert—She really must be kept
every
modern
the
with
magicians
in
but the $e, Which.. Dr. Brown had strengthening of coke prices.eretty busy bursting—Yonkers Statesengineers,
stored sway In his waistcoat pocket. 'The strike of the longshoremen day twentieth century
man.
seems to he very near the collapsing whose marvels. up to 1902, are debut we didn't atop there.
"'Want to make it a show-down?" point. The have made a must humil- tailed in • recent government census
The Poet-Card Fiend.
asked Dr. Brown.
iating failure in attempting to get the report. In the year the census was
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in
"'Guess we'll Nave to.' I, replied. mates to leave their boats and it is taken there were 3.620 central electric Heaven."
'We haven't any mrwer money with evident that the presient of the long- 'stations', representing
$500,000,000;
"Why not?"
10 shoremen's union was deceived as to 80,000 officers and laborers, whose
"I don't believe you can send
"Night wrire I. 0. U.'s.' id he.
the strength •( ,f the mates' union.
wages amounted to $20,000,000; 125,- souvenir postal cards from them"—
_
043 mITIS aT wire-VaTheirTa147-4147-Bostonthree patientson li-ilftiesp extends over a large pt of The coon.The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is
the care of the
100 are lamps and 18,000,000 incanseveral fires and the sweeping up of the ashes
I was to operate for appendicitis linen try and may have important effect 00
Its
Peculiarity.
and dust they proin
were
descent
service;
lamps
the
duce.
my rettsrn. I also bad an operation the market, as the disposition of a
Unless, of course, you own a
"How did you ever come into possen
for abcess of the liver awaiting me. large majority of the employers seems stations had an output of 3,300,000,000- lion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
I knew Dr. Brown had several such to be to close their plants until they horse power hours, with a daily out- as that?"
operations to he performed the fol- can resume minder strictly tepee shop put of nearly 13,000,000 home power
'Why, I got this umbrella In a very pehours, which is approximately equiva- culiar way—I bought it..."-=-Judge.
lowing week when be returned to conditions.
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes
i• • f'
.
Boston
"A number of the important .COne lent to the work possible wero every
in the living
rooms.
Estimates free.
Losing Strength.
tracts for new industrial plants tiave man in the country to spend the day
"An' how's yer wife. Pat?"
been awarded, includarg the
. steel cor,- in turning a crank.
ea
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
poratien at Gary. Ind., and smoo tons
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
Slade Him Fly.
for the Openbearth plant of the Beth"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
Patience—They said if he married
lehem Steel Company. Bide, for the
anny morel"--Cleveland Leader.
construction or the Mlanhattan Iteldee her she'd make an &Intel of him.
have been opened and three of. the, Patrice—Well, she
accomplished
Both Phones 201, 133 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky
Never Too Old.
Aoenue.
entinlatee are nearly St,000,00o less part of the contract. She's made
St. Louis ance'Tennestee River Phim
never
"Man
gross
too
learn,"
old
to
than those of last- year.
fly about a good deal.—Yonkers States- remarked the man who comments
ct company —the cheapest and hest
on
"Important inquiries for steel care,
MSS.
things.
excursion Out of Paducah.
including 20,000 from the Pennsyl"Nor to unlearn." replied Senator
vania railroad, With numelous small
Too High a Price.
Badger —Milwaukee Sentinel.
neerdkeedt forr
amsattreornifi Ma
Hue--;Asd Iosffat there
edisealone,
riini lyidifio;amy
Fatal 'rerm.
rne
$Tennessee
the constrection.
(blear Dented-)
efreyee—What broke up your anti.
thoughts.'
"The demand for wit* products is
corset meeting?
She—The eitravagant creature.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
General Cartage Business,
exceedingly heavy, especially for nails
Gladys—Oh, some fool woman mu,
end rest; good service, good table for nee in putting up temporary struc- Stray Stories.
Pelted that we present a straight front
good roome, etc. Boats leave melt tures in San Frantic°, for which pur- 1
Superior Facilities for
to the enemy.—Chicago Sun.
In liftw Jersey.
Office
shipped
WIdnesday and Satmelay at s p. m pose so,000 kegs have b
He—Three hundred years ago this
Handling
'Freight,
by
Machiner
American
the
Steel and Wire Com- Owe was peopled
y
An Example.
?nd and Monroe
Pot offit4 'information apply to iv-A
by-eavages.
pany. The business of th
Johnny— What is the rule of area
company
And
Househol
She--H
d
aoods.
ow
it
has
Koeer, superintendent;
Frank I. (hiring April cxceedee
deterioratedl—
Both 'Phone..
: at of ally
IndSt
Brown, agent.
I'a - Generally a divorce.—N. T. Bun:
month in its history.

k USING THE

"UND[RWOOD"
MIVRITER
"Save& 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time whiCh it-- your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.

0

IS ALL IT WILL COST YOU

DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE f.----. :

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES

.80

$4.80

I

post

Nor, wAn

NM CYCLE COMPANY, Dopt.•JL" CHICAGO, ILL

• •
Next toW.ashingDahos

at

Hot) Water or Steam System

EdD.Hannan

Excursion:
.00

Paducah Transfer Company

,
,,diocatrer
For the Roundr Trip tri oprladtects,..,;,
*urn

,/

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

ereeLiereeli
-

•

1

Skat
eau

Mosquitoes are coming

fast

you should protect yourself

A

BRAKEMAN
CARNIVAL
AT THE HOSPITAL
ROBBED HIM
WARRANTS
THE

GROUNDS
MATTHEW

SCOTT, COLORED JUDGE

AUST NOW

ABL/ _ __TO

BE OUT.

SANDERS

DISMISSED

THOSE IN THE POLICE
- "COURT.
•

and

against

aIthey carry desease gertns.

FENCE

Claims That Brakeman Invited Him The Charges in
Tribunal Were
to -Ride in Boa Car. and Then
Knoekcd Him in Head.

the

COULD NOT REST 'Es KENTUCKY
NIGHT OR DAY Saturday, May 12
TA LEPHONE sat

SURROUNDING

WILL

BE /

TAKEN DOWN.

With Irritating Skin Humor—Whole
Body Affected—Scalp Itched AB
the Time and Hafr Began ,to Fall
Out—Wonderful Result From

Joseph Buker and J. G. Neuffer
In.
spected the
Machine
Shops

Magistrate's

Here Yesterday.

APPLICATION OF
CUTICURA REMEDIES

Withdrawn by
the Prosecution.

MATINEE AND NIGHT.
THAT s GRAND_ --OLD
PLAY

Rip Van
Winkle

The quarterly meeting of
the
hoard of directors- for the Illinois
"I ant never without Cuticura Soap
BENEFIT OF
.
Central railroad hospital, was held and Cutieura Ointment since I tried
is guaranteed to keep them off. ManOfficers Heary Singery and Aaron
The /warrants against the carnival
them
last
summer
.
About
the
latter'
yester
day
morning' by the member:3
Hurley are still working on the as• people were withdrawn in the court
ufactured and sold only at
of July my whole body began to
sault of Matthew Scott, colored, sev- ot Justice Charles Emery yesterday cif his board, namely, ,Harry
Wit. I did not take much Doak* of it
Court,
superintendent of Southe
first, but it began to get worse all the Special Scenery and
eral weeks- ago, but it seems they afternoon, while yesterday morning
Electrical effects.
eatutot find who it was that so Police Court Judge Sanders des-- lines for the I. C., Superintendent time, and then I began to get uneasy
and
tried
alt
kinds
of
baths
brutally beat the darky,. who is just missed t.he additional charges. Thi3 Egan and Roadmaster Thompson of remedies that stem recomm and other
ended for
noSv Aable tti te"sout, 'after' a confine- 'now leleves 'the spring festival pro- the Louisville division,- --a:inductor 'akin hinnors; but I became worse all
John
WItedo
n,
Engine
er
time.
the
afettlan
My hair began to fall out and Matinee
.L.
plea'at his I os out in Fisherville. moters without having to pay
Prices;
sluldsen
toe.
any
my itoalptehed all the time. EspeHenr
Adults ase.
Scott says . . lie was at Dyers city or other licenses for .showing McGuire, Superintendelft
cially at night, just as soon as I would
Schueing of the Nashvdle
burg, Tenn., alai came up to Halls, here.
go in bed and get warm, my whole body Night Prices
Master
; Entire Orchestra and
Mechan
ic
R.
J.
Tur
I enn., on the accommodation pas*ould begin to itch and my finger nails
When Judge Sanders took up the
Balcony six; Gallery as and 35c.
. would keep it irritated, and it waasnot
senger train to sell a customer some warrants in this court, charging that the local shops, Superintendeut
Scuts on Sale Thursday, 511, p. in.
-avin, Roaelmaster T. F., ftll Ind long before I couLd not rest night or day.
spectacles. He then, on finishing hi the promoters had not paid the muniHOTEL
FOR
RENT—Ready
Superintendent Hubbard of the Ten- A friend asked me to t/ the Cutieura
Remedies, and I did, and the first applifurnished at Hinson. Springs, write or business. went to the depot to catch cipal' licenses, it was shown to the nessee division, and Chief Surgeo
u cation helped me wonderfully.
tcle.phone. j. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs., a train to Fulton, when . a freight court that the city legislators had D. G. Murrell of
For
this city. ;
about four weeks I would take a hot
train came along and one of the exempted tire festival people
Tenn.
from
The directors discussed the ad- bath every night and then appky the
brakemen asked Scott what
he the liability. The judge then stated visability of taktng down
the fester (sNiticura Ointment to my whole body;
RENT
—Low
er
and kept getting better, and by the
apartments wanted to pay passenger fare to Ful- that the legislators were the ones surrounding the
IkQR
hospital grounds, as time II useds
four boxes of Cuticura I was
0,011onse 603 North Sixth street. ton fol when the4 - "brakey" .would empowered to fix licenses, therefore danger
of
trespa
ssing
by cows ia entirely cured, and my hair stopped
carry him up for a quarter on the they could relieve anyone they deGEORGE RAWLEIGH.
about over on account of enforce- falling out, but I continue to use the
freight. Scott agreed and got into a sod and conld do nothing but
dia. ment of the stock law. Although no Ctitieura on my sealp. It keeps all danWANTED—For U. S. Army; box car. The brakeman catfie into m ss the prosecution.
specific order was 'made to take it druff out and scalp is always clean. I
able-bodied unmarried men between the car severetigies and wanted
always use Cubicum Ointment
In the afternoon when Squire down, the genera
my
to
l understanding was face after shaving, and have on
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of t• shut the side doors. Scott
found
would Emery took up the warrants charg- that this' would be done
nothing
to equal it. I will never be
this sumUnited States, of good Character and oot let him, and each
time the ing' that no county and state license mer, and sat handsome
ut it." D.E.Blankenship,
pounds Granulated Sugar for VA.*
"'temperate habits, who can speak, read brakeman
stone wall •
would jamber back up on were paid for last week, he was inIWO N. I)el. St.,
about two feet high substituted.
Royal Self-rising Flour, per sack 40c
and write English. For information top the
car. Finally the brakeman formed that Rev. W. W. Armstrong
27, 1806.
Indianapolis, Ind. Fancy Michigan Potato
apply to Recruiting offices, New
The committee selected to look
es per pk 20c
came down the last time and while and others had withdrawn
their
over plans for
Rihmond House. Paducah, Ky.
Fancy
Sweet
Potato
additio
es,
ns
per pk...2oe.
to
the
talking to Scott, suddenly knocked prosecution of the charges,
s.) the laundry made its report, but it being
Fancy Messina Lemons, per doz..tse
him
in the head with something that court dismissed the warrants.
FOR SALE—Osborne mower and
yet unsettled the directors decided
'• have used Cuticura Ointment for Fancy Pic-Nic Names, per lbw .....toc
County 'Attorney Barkley
hay rake. Cheap. Apply City Jailer felled the negro like an ox. Scott
and they would hold a special meeting chafing of infante, and as they grew
3 lbs. Fancy Cooking Figs for. ...as
says that was the last be remem- Justice Emery both said ye-ter
'Thomas Et itts.
day sometime next month to settle this older all akin diastases were given treat- 3 lb can Table Peaches for
isc
bered until being brought to his they had nothing against the carniva
l question. They want to erect a con- ment with that and the Cunene& Soap. Fancy creaw cheese, per lb., ....-15c
never
I
found
it
necessa
ry
LOST—Brown Collie medium size home here several days thereafter.
to
call doc- 3 les, Peal Barley
running as long as it wanted to, as tagious ward at
the laundry struc- tor, as these Remedies an. a sureacure,
for
too
He was robbed of $50 and his-un- their duties were to enforce
sharp pointed nose and a little ring
the ture so patients afflicted with dis- if used as directed. I am glad to recomFancy Creamery Butter, per Iffs 3ot 5.
of white around the neck the dog conscious body was found in the laws, regardless of anyone, but that
eases of this natufe can be isolated mend them so all mothers." Sincerely 3 Fancy Macherel for
...25c
is a little shy in his actions. A re- bax car at Fulton by some railroad- in cases of this kind hereafter
, Mrs. F. A. Kennard.
if from the other in the genera! wards
cans Baked Beans for ..25C
-lb
3
.i
une!'
ers
21,
who sent him on to this city. anyone gets out warrants they
1905.
ward of $5,0o for its retarn to Ameri. Paul Park, Minn.
will, in the main building. The plans for
3-lb cans Fancy Pumpkin log..ac
Concurs leap,otionommi.sad rum aft •.11 theseghorel
l
Scott says he is sure the assailant have to procute to a finish,
can Express company's office.
~hi Patter Ong•Ohm& Cerp..ikas
rrep.,11este.
as they the improvements were at the last an
3-lb cans Fancy Hominy for..2Sc
erlhaied
Sot
Cerebra
I.
as
We."
was a brakeman, as he was running cannot be kept up late tight
and in- board meeting referred to a com4 lbs. Fresh Sods Crackers for ..25c
WANTED — Experienced., seam- all over the train with authority and convenience
themselves and
all mittee to look into the proposition,
2 pkgs, Saratoga Flakes for
ssc
stress to assist dressmaker. Apply v. as interfered with by no one.
others simply ,for the purpose of the and something will shortly
White Dove Flour, per sack.. 75c
he done.
1152 Jefferson.
law being used as a means of carryllaIliday's Sylph flour, per sack 70c
A number of matters private to
+
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
in
ends without a finality.
the board were itscussed.
cans New York Sugar Corn for 25c
EQUND—On street, pocketbook
Supt
The carnival company left yester- Egan was sick yesterday with
4 cans Best Standard' Corn for..35c
containing money and souvenir coin.
an
6 day morning for Cairo where their attack of malarial fever, and after
Cao. be found at Register office.
other troupe closes its weeks en- thc, session took to his bed at the
gagement this evening. The grand hospital, but will probably he
• t.OST—On street, lady's belt with MISSLIZZIE HANSON
River Stages.
able
DIED IN at Twelfth and Trimbl
e streets are to go to Louisviltt today, the attack
es. Id Trickle.
Finder return
to
Cairo,
27.1;
LOUISVILLE YESnow being cleaned up of the debris being a slight one.
alatol and Etinger's undertaking
Chatanooga, 8.s; falling.
sold put in proper condition.
establishment on South Third, and
TERDAY.
Cincinnati, 10.4:
Taken
to
Pestho
use.
receive reward.
Evansville, 126:
J. Slaton has 'been taken from Florence; missin stvions-s.
g.
the railroad hospital to the city pelt- Johnsonville
Mrs. M. Carney of Jefferson near
.
6es
statiory
PERSONAL NOTES.
house out behind Oak Grove ceme- Louisville, 7.3; rising.
Tenth
street, left yesterday for
tery, so as to be _Lsolated from the Mt. Carmel, 4.1; falling
First annual excursion oi fratern- Louisville, where she was called by
.
balance of the word. he being the Nashville, 7.3; rising.
al Order ui Eagles, lodge, No. 1177 the death of her sister, Muss Lizzie
aradroader Who developed smallpax Pittsburg, 10.3; rising.
's44.4df Paducah, will be given Sunday Ffianson, who passed away at her
,
several days ago at the hUspitsl Davis Island Dam, 6.0; falling.
May 13th., aboard the handsome home in that city after an ilinsss
Mrs. Kate Bonnin of Louisville His Stack is not malignant in the St. Louis, 20.1; falling.
steamer Louisiana to Cairo.
Boat with prneumonfa.
leaves wharf here at 8:30 a. m., reThe deceased was sixty-five years will return home today after visiting least and he will be out shortly.
Mt. Vernon, 12.3; falling.
turning leaves Cairo at 6 p. m. Good of age and a most noble christian lady Mrs. Oscar Kahn.
Paducah, 14.7; falling.
Machine Shops Inspected.
Burnside, 5 5; falling.
dancing music. No improper char- who bad many friends in this city.
Mr. Sig Sommers of New York
J. G Neuffer and Joseph Bnker, Carthage. 55.2; falling.
acters allowed Round trip 75 csnts. She had resided in the Falls City for left yesterday for the East alter
many years, and is survived by only spending several days with Mr. assistant superintendents of
maher
sister of this city. Her niece, C)scar Kahn while en ruote back chinery, left yesterday for Memphis,
Notice to Union Men.
, after inspecting' the local shops amid
There *ill be a meeting of all or- Mrs. John Cassell, of this city, left from tile South.
This afternoon at five o'clock the
ganized 'Onion men' at, Central Hall several days ago for Louisville to atMr. Harry Singleton leaves today'yards which they found in excellent steamer Kentucky gets out for the
Sunday afternoon. at 2 o'clock. A tend her belt*, and was present at for Louisville to visit his aunt, Mrs. , condition. It was one of their regu- Tennessee river. She remains up
lar inspections, and they left for the that srteam until next Thursd
speaker a4 prjoqsinence will address dissolution.
Kate Bonnin.
ay
The remains will be taken to Nashthe meettng.
Manager A. L. Joynes of the old Bluff City in the afternoon on their night.
ville, Tenn., for interment and be
CHAS. HART, Pres.
telephone company's office here, and private car which brought them in • This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
buried there next 'Monday.
Mr. C. L. Meyers of Nashville, here from Centralia, Ill., where they Fowler gets out for Cairo and comes
back tonight about eleven.
Dirt For Sale.
Expired of Heart Trouble.
Tenn., returned yesterday from in- went over the shops.
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt,
The Joe Fowler left yesterday for
Br Expert. Graduate Optician
specting their system at Wickliffe
Lumbermen's SpeciaL
Yesterday Mrs. Mary Wood, of
telephone George Seitz at 1014 over
Evansville and comes back tomorand
other
(Ballar
county
d
cities.
Yesterday morning early a special
near Sharpe, bilarshal county': a few
old 'phone.
row.
Satiafactiaa Guaranteed.
miles from this city, died after a ling- .Mr. J. W. Holland of 1220 Bern- traiqk carrying
too
Iirmbermirof 'kThe
John S. Hopkins comes in
heim
avenue
, yesterday left
for passed through here en route
ering illness with heart trouble.
: en.
from Evansville and gets out
-Mrs. Wood was fifty-nine years (if Jackson, Tenn., to attend the funeral from Memphis, where the timber
'immediately on her return to that
of his nephew. Edgar' Holland, aged men have been
age
and
a
good
woman
known
well
bolding their big c it y.
•:• LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
in that vicinity. She was a member 5 years, who was rert over and in- sleeting.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville toof .the Methodist church, and leaves stantly killed at that city by a
day. gets here tomorrow and leaves
two sons and four daughters. they sleam roller Thursday. The lad was
Dr. M. M. Wooley was called to
Monday for Clarksville.
beieg. Moors Robert and Hessen the son of Mr. D. C. Holland who Waverly, Tenn., yester
day by the
The Peters Lee passed up yester--Y
eight applItants com- Wksod, Miesdamea George Towers. N. moved from Paducah to Jacksor illness of an aunt.
day en route to Cincinnati from
menced taking the examination at D. King, and Misses Blanche and SOme months ago.
Mrs. R. B. Smith of M
11.. Memphis.
Mr. I. D. Withers is here en route is visiting her parents
the the office of Supt. Samuel J. Lexie Wood.
, Mtdi
This
aftern
JEWELIIR & OPTICIAN
oon
at
o'clock
2
AI
funThe Georgia Lee goes down today
f:om
Nashville, to Atlanta, Ga.. the T. E. Ford of South
Ilialniston of the county schooh. The
Fourth:
eral services will be preached at the Western
en
route
from
Cincin
nati
parties will be granted
to
Union
Memhaving
ransferred
Messrs. J. J. Freundlich and David
common family resid(nce by Rev. A. N. Scars,
327 Broadway.
phis.
him to the latter place as operator. Cross
school diplomas if they stand the
returned
yesterday
anti he followed by interment at the He
from
tcst._
was formerly night ticket agent Frankfort where
family cemetery.
they attended tho
at the Union depot here.
—Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Karnes
Red Men's meeting.
Mrs Cora Wood of Nashville.
have a son at their home on North
Mr. Mike Iseman and wife
Infant Died.
,
Sixth.
Tenn., will arrive today to he chief returned from
Mr. C.
Oklahoma City, wl
hush or toe street railway company, yesterday lost by perator for the old telephone corn- they have been visiting.
•
an here
...111.iss--flessids—ACiato—Grate- WM;arm i(f Warr"
The guiding pfincWn our preicripdice at their home In 1131 North Porter. who resigned to an back to Valley, is visiting Mrs. T E. Fori
tion Work is
Twelfth street. This morning at -so Nashville, which is her home.
of South Fourth.
130 SOUTH TH.IRD ST.
PADUCAMK*
o'clock the remains 4;11 he buried at
Oak Grove cemetery. it

Skat Skeeter

San Francisco Sufferers

• ?PERSONS
WANTS

ENGLERT Os
BRYANT'S
Specials

REIM TO III AW1 S
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SISTER DEAD

SPECTACLES

Eagles' Excursion

EYE GLASSES

Properly $I Gold Filled
Fitted
$2.50
and
Solid Sold
Adjusted
$5.00
EYES TESTED FREE

aay

J. L WOLFF,

4rs.

MAITIL, [FINGER & CO
Undertakers- antEmbalmers
,

Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance

Mt. Smith's Funeril.
Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
the remains of Mr. /Meta ((Bonnie)
Smith, were .buried at Mt., Kenton
eemetery, following finirral Services
With the •doctor's Written orders. • In conducted in the
residence on West
following this rule we have the ad- Jefferson street
just beyond Fountain
vantage of a very large and complete avolite,
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
prescriptions brought to us cannot
Grandfather Died.
fall into the hands of inexperienced
Me. Thomas B. Cannon of Bedford
persons, *antic
county, Tens., died at Shelbyville and
. ElleRY CLERIC
was burled several days ago.
He
in our store is a registered pharma- was the
grandfather of MT. Thomas
cist.
Baskette of this city.

zniumn

IL W. WALKER & CO.,

County Cemetery.
The remains of Nivole Mucele were
INCORPORATED.
buried yesterday afternoon in the
Druggists,
Fifth and rway. county cemetery. He is the Italian
laborer who died at the railroad hosBoth Phone, sm.
pital Thursday morning.

/.

You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where to get the" BEST COAL for NEXT
WINTER? .
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Both Telephones/254.
Foot of

01110
Street.

West

Incorporated
AW

AL

,

Coal Co.

